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PuRSUING THE "ULTIMATE TRUTH" 
by Garrett Shawstad 
Staff reporter 
Some of the best and most experi-
enced fighters from all across the 
world will be traveling to Ellensburg 
this weekend in an open internation-
al tournament hosted by Northwest 
Kyokushinkai and Central Washing-
ton University's Kyokushin Karate 
club. 
Not only will karate be on display 
but all other forms of Martial Arts, 
such as Muay Thai, Tae Kwon Do, 
Goju Ryu, Kung Fu, and mixed mar-
tial arts (MMA), featuring both ama-
teurs and professionals. 
"That's why it's an open tourna-
KARATE CL 
ment," said Karate sensei and 
Central biology professor Ian 
Quitadamo. "Anyone that choos-
es to fight can come and fight." 
Being an open tournament, 
all fighters can come in and 
see how their skills meas-
ure up against other 
opponents of the same 
style or different fight-
ing styles. 
"It's put up or shut 
up," Quitadamo said. 
The action will surely not 
disappoint as he expects there 
to be multiple knockouts in the 
tournament, which features bare-
knuckle and full contact categories. 
"It will be some of 
the best fighting 
you've ever seen," 
Quitadamo said . "And 
the cheapest entertain-
ment in town." 
Flying in from Japan will be 
Ninth-degree Black Belt and cur-
rent head of the Jnternational 
Karate Organization, Yoshikazu 
Matsushima. 
The organization consists of 
more than 60 countries worldwide, 
including Spain, Great Britain and 
Canada. 
According to Quitadamo, Mat-
sushima is the guest of honor and 
may officiate over the final matches. 
E-mail: cwuobserver@gmail.com 
Newsroom: 509-963-1073 
Instructors and students alike are 
proud to host the event and are excit-
ed to have him come to the tourna-
ment. 
"It is a tremendous honor to have 
him in attendance," Quitadamo said. 
"He is humble and witty and highly 
skilled." 
Colin Morton, senior math and 
actuarial sciences major, has been 
involved in Kyokushin Karate for two 
and a half years. 
Although he doesn 't plan on fig ht-
ing in the event Saturday, he still 
plans on being there to watch the 
fights. 
SEE KARATE PAGE 10 
Theatre performance talls iust short ol national 
by Charlie Daehne 
Staff reporter 
Last month the Central Theatre 
Ensemble group attended the Kennedy 
Center American College Theatre Festi-
val in Laramie, WY to showcase their 
production of "Noh Telling: An Evening 
of Japanese One Acts." 
The production was one of seven 
shows chosen to compete for four 
positions at the national conference, 
held on April 14-20 at the John F. 
Kennedy Center for Performing Arts 
in Washington, D.C. 
George Bellah, director of "Noh 
Telling," gained his inspiration for the 
piece after his recent travels to South-
east Asia. The Japanese Noh Theatre 
was the focus of his interest. 
"This, to my knowledge, has never 
been done at CWU," Bellah said. 
Central was selected to host the inter-
national conference in Seattle and Bellah 
was asked to make a presentation. 
11The kids are really excited, 11 said 
Theatre Arts Depa_rtment Chair Scott 
Robinson. "The work we are doing here 
compares to some of the best schools 
out there." 
The production was performed at an 
academic conference in Seattle, with a 
show open to the general public on the 
CWU campus as part of the World Lan-
guage Day celebration. 
The Theatre Arts department has 
had productions contending at regional 
competitions roughly every two to 
three years but "Noh Telling" is the first 
to be considered for a national confer-
ence. 
Junior theatre performance major 
Maddie Cartwright was a member of 
the production cast, playing the voice 
of Komachi as well as a Koken in "Noh 
Telling" and performing in "The One 
Acts." 
The stylized movement, called 
Suzuki, proved to be physically 
demanding but effective in the group's 
performance. 
"The style was completely separate 
than anything I had done before," 
Cartwright said. 
Cartwright also commented on her 
admiration for the work Bellah and the 
crew contributed to the project. 
"This was truly an ensemble piece,". 
Cartwright said. 
While the production was not cho-
sen to be performed at the national 
conference, all of the students and staff 
involved in the production are pleased 
to have represented CWU and to make 
a name for their department. 
The Theatre Ensemble group has 
introduced a movement class focusing 
on Suzuki this quarter and the accolades 
of the department have helped encour-
age more students to join the program. 
El April S, 2008 - News - Observer 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Your future is Central. 
Election 
sign-up 
looming 
by If a Dickenson 
Staff reporter. 
Spring quarter means election sea-
son for Central Washington University. 
As Amerfca gears up for presidential 
elections, Central gets ready to elect a 
new Board of Directors (ASCWU-BOD) 
for the 2008-2009 school year. 
Students this year seem ready to get 
involved and have their voices heard. 
"There's been a really strong inter-
est," Sarah Morrison, director of elec-
tions, said. 
Central's voter turnout is on par with 
other Washington schools. Approxi-
mately 800 students voted in elections 
last year. That accounts .for about 10 
percent of the student body, the same 
ratio as the University of Washington's 
average, said Morrison. 
. Anyone with 45 completed credits -
including at least 30 from Central -who 
is in good academic standing can run 
for a position on the BOD. Potential 
candidates must pick up a packet at the 
Student Union office, get signatures 
from 500 students and pay a $25 filing 
fee. That fee pays for campaigning and 
advertising costs, Morrison said. 
Students have received the chance 
to interact with potential candidates as 
they rally for signatures. This campaign-
ing has sparked conversation among 
students about the role of the BOD and 
their ideal representatives. 
"What I look for in a candidate is 
someone who will follow through on 
their promises," Houston Hamilton, 
sophomore political science major, 
said. "If you don't vote, you can't com-
plain." 
Pedro Amezola, freshman construc-
tion management major, says his ideal 
candidate would be someone who is 
responsible, takes care of student con-
cerns, and is a good representative of 
Central students. 
Raul Castro, junior math major, 
appreciates that the BOD allows stu-
dents to take ownership of their educa-
tion and time at Central. 
"I think the elections are a great way 
for people to take more responsibility," 
Castro said. 
Kiley Baker, freshman undeclared 
and current employee at the Civic 
Engagement Center, is running because 
she wants to erase student apathy by let-
ting them know people are listening. 
"I really want to help the students on 
a more formal level," Baker said. 
Pedro Navarette, vice president for 
student life and facilities who is running 
for BOD president, wants students to be 
educated about candidates and the 
issues. 
"I hope people get involved with 
elections," Navarette said. "Listen to the 
candidate and listen to the position and 
make the best decision." 
Navarrette is running in the upcom-
ing election and wants students to 
know that the BOD is a group of stu-
dents who are passionate about help-
ing fellow Wildcats. 
Navarrette decided to run again 
because he loves the level of student 
interaction he gets in his job. 
"I loved working with the students 
and for the students," Navarrette said. 
Primary elections, if needed, will be 
held at midnight on April 17 online. 
General elections will follow on May 1. 
Students can register either online 
before voting day or at voting stations in 
the Student Union and Recreation Cen-
ter on voting day. 
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New club brews over lair trade, world hunger 
Kareen Black/Observer 
Sherry Guderjohn, senior and president of the Fair Trade Club, ran the first meeting for Fair Trade last Thurs-
day night. She hopes to be more active and have the club contribute during Total Relief Week. 
Record program approvals 
, by Kevin Opsahl 
Staff reporter 
The Central Washington University 
Board of Trustees (BOT) approved six 
new degree programs last quarter. 
The ·number of the program addi-
tions is a campus record, up from the 
one or two baccalaureate degrees that 
u.sually receive approval from the 
board each year. 
The programs include new BS 
degrees in global wine studies, general 
science teaching and environmental 
sciences. 
The board also gave approval to a 
BFA in theatre and an MS in both pri-
mate behavior and nutrition. 
The university is attempting to 
bring in degrees that are in demand by 
employers in order to meet the needs 
of Washington state and the interests of 
students, according to Judy Yu, .BOT 
chair. 
She also added that the new pro-
grams are a good way to keep students . 
studying and working in the area after 
graduation. 
The global wine studies degree is 
taught under the instruction of pro-
gram coordinator Amy Mumma. 
This new degree brings increased 
federal support for a wine quality ini-
tiative and research methods in chem-
istry to discover wine faults . 
Students will participate in work-
shops on campus, do an internship 
with a winery and have an opportunity 
to study abroad. 
They must choose an unrelated 
minor of their choice as part of the 
program. 
The BS in general science teaching 
provides a broader science back-
ground than its particular. degree 
counterparts. ' 
Students can specialize in either 
physics, earth science, biology or 
chemistry. 
These students must also take the 
same professional education sequence 
of an education major. 
Contact information: 
For more information on 
these programs, contqct the BOT 
at 509-963-2111, Human 
Health and Performance at 509-
963-1911. 
For specific programs, call 
the world wine program at 509-
963-1754, the theatre depart-
ment at 509-963-1750, primate 
behavior and ecology at 509-
963-2780, the science depart-
ment at 509-963-3142 or the 
geological science department 
at 509-963-2701. 
The science program is offered at 
both the Ellensburg and Lynnwood 
campuses. 
This will be the first time the two 
Central locations are partnering in 
teaching a major degree, according to 
Bruce Palmquist, associate professor 
of physics and sciences. 
"It is ideal for teaching a more 
integrated science currlculum in 
smaller school districts ... and pro-
vides some training in how to teach 
their curriculum based on the [Wash-
ington State Assessment of Learning]," 
Palmquist said. 
The BS in environmental sciences is 
an interdisciplinary degree. 
It will combine classes from envi-
ronmental biology, geology, chemistry, 
physical geography, and water and air 
quality studies. 
Carey Gazis, associate professor, 
said the science departments have been 
working on this degree sinee 2003, 
when environmental studies was only a 
minor. 
Many students are excited because 
the degree "is way overdue," Gazis 
said. 
The MS in primate behavior was 
designed in mind of students with BS 
degrees in anthropology, psychology 
or biology hoping to do research with 
primates. 
The new core classes place greater 
emphasis in the history and culture of 
primates and research in natural envi-
ronments. 
Students will visit a field site in 
China to look at the interaction 
between monkeys and humans and do 
research at the Chimposium Institute, 
said Lori Sheeran, primate behavior and 
ecology program director. 
"I think what we wanted to do was 
to develop a really strong interdiscipli-
nary master's degree that really pulls 
together those three disdplines concen-
trated on primates," Sheeran said . " ... 
we have this fantastic facility here - the 
chimp institute - where we can be 
doing really high level research with 
grad students ... so we thought we have 
everything in place, we just need a 
mechanism for the students." 
The· MS in nutrition recently 
switched its master's program from the 
family consumer science department to 
the health department. 
The program is the same as before: 
it includes six core classes and a total of 
45 credits in the program, according to 
program director David Gee. 
The department is currently studying 
the impact of revised nutrition and well-
ness policy in public school vending 
machines. 
"I think it reflects the growing size of 
the MS program," Gee said about the 
department switch. 
The BFA is a focus program that is 
designed for students who have decided 
on a certain career path with special-
ized skills in performance, design 
technology and musical theatre. 
According to Scott Robinson, chair 
of the theatre department, they are 
currently teaching the classes that will 
go into the BFA. 
However, the degree component is 
pending official state approval. 
' The theatre department is currently 
recruiting students for the new degree 
pr_ogram. 
by Allie Mathis 
Staff reporter -
Thursday, March 27, marked the first 
Central Washington University Fair 
Trade Club meeting. Students gathered 
at 6 p.m. to discuss issues involving the 
club, as well as to appoint a committee. 
The meeting was hosted by Sherry 
Guderjohn and included a PowerPoint 
on "Understanding Issues & Finding 
Solutions," for those who were unfamil-
iar with the topic. 
"Fair Trade is an opportunity to give 
people a fair wage and to be smart con-
sumers," said Guderjahn, president of 
the Fair Trade Club. 
Because coffee is something that is 
highly consumed by college students, 
it is one of the main focuses of the 
club. The group plans to make fair 
trade travel mugs and T-shirts to raise 
awareness around campus and other 
places they visit. 
The club also discussed fundraiser 
ideas in honor of Fair Trade Day on May 
10. The goal is to raise money to fight 
world hunger, support farm workers and 
Fair Trade, and to raise awareness. 
Though the club hopes to travel 
abroad and promote Fair Trade in other 
countries, there is a consensus among 
members that they just want to make a 
difference. 
"By starting the club we will hope-
fully raise consumer consciousness," 
said Jeff Perkins, a Central student who 
helps promote the club. "Especially in 
Contact Information 
To join the Fair Trade Club, 
contact the Civic Engagement 
Center at 963-1643, or visit its 
Web site at www.takeaction-
cwu .com. 
terms of quality and helping countries ' 
that are earning less money than they 
need to be." 
As part of the Civic Engagement 
Center, staff members see the Fair Trade 
Club as a positive outlet for students to 
get involved in an important issue that 
affects their world. 
"These types of engagement oppor-
tunities are extremely important for the 
campus because it highlights opportu-
nities to understand and take action," 
Lorinda Anderson, director of the Civic 
Engagement Center, said. "It also allows 
us to look at issues from multiple per-
spectives and utilize the critical think-
ing skills to examine an issue and all of 
its complexities ." · 
Though the people involved in the 
club will eventually graduate, they still 
have hopes for the future - not only 
regarding the club, but also for Fair 
Trade. 
"In the future, something about Fair 
Trade I would hope to see changed is 
the economic system of it: it is not a 
solution, but a Band A.rd," said Guder-
jahn. "Even though [Fair Trade] is a sol-
id thing, it does not solve the problem." 
g Aprils, 2008 - News - Observer 
Minuteman responds to· campus-wide outcrv 
by Mimi Oh 
Staff reporter 
The College Republicans have had a 
stressful month. President Mike Men-
sonides relates the experience of being 
branded a racist by association in the 
wake of Minutemen Project president 
and founder Jim Gilchrist's appearance 
on campus in February. 
Mensonides says that the College 
Republicans hosted Gilchrist with the 
understanding that he would be a 
respectful speaker. · 
"We . . . contacted a number of 
people to find out what [Gilchrist] was 
like and everything we heard was 
good," Mensonides said. "So we 
expected someone who wou Id speak 
well. ... We were really disappointed 
that he resorted to [insults and name-
calling]." 
Gilchrist, who holds a B.A. in 
journalism, said that some people in 
attendance at the event actively 
denied his right to speak and behaved 
rudely. 
He explained that it was natural for 
him to escalate the uncivil behavior. 
He argued for "the marketplace of 
ideas," a common theme that views 
unrestrained free speech as a tool that 
eventually weeds out bad ideas and 
allows good ideas to flourish. 
"[My appearances generate so 
much controversy] due to a handful 
of anti-free speech scoundrels, includ-
ing professors and faculty who do not 
have the slightest clue what free 
speech means," Gilchrist said. "They 
are dangerous for America. They risk 
compromising our First Amendment. I 
could listen to [the acting head of the 
Nation of Islam) Louis Farrakhan qui-
etly, and then at the end have a very 
good question for him. What we have 
there was a circus atmosphere. They 
were not taking the debate seriously." 
Security measures 
Gilchrist explained that he brought 
private security because in the past, stu-
dents at other universities had physical-
ly threatened him or injured people 
working for him. 
"Two of my supporters have been 
seriously injured," Gilchrist said. "Dolly 
Dalton was hospitalized and has to go 
through an MRI. Dennis Slater was 
assaulted by twelve illegal aliens. They 
ganged up on him and smashed a brick 
into his head." 
"fbe League of United Latino Ameri-
can Citizens (LULAC) Communication 
director Lizette J. Olmos said that uni-
versiti.es should engage in debates and 
forums with people of different view-
points but that events should not be dis-
ruptive or threatening. 
"Georgetown had an event with the 
Minutemen," Olmos said. "MECHA 
was present. Minutemen Civil Defense 
co-president and founder Chris Simcox 
insinuated that a disruptive fire alarm 
was caused by protesters." 
· Mensonides said that he is against 
illegal immigration, but that he supports 
legal immigration. He felt that it was 
unfair of people to call him a racist 
because of his position. He also said 
that illegal immigration posed a number 
of problems, including poor working 
conditions for the illegal immigrants. 
Sales tax increase 
Last Tuesday, the sales and use tax 
increased by .003 percent- up to 8.0 
percent - for Kittitas County. 
The funds attained from the increase 
will help criminal justice and public 
safety services .. 
'' . You don't have the 
right to be protected 
from speech that 
you find highly 
cc • ' ' 011ens1ve ... 
DOUG HONIG 
Mensonides said that his father and 
many of his friends are immigrants, and 
to be labeled a racist was hurtful. 
"There are two ways that I think that 
we can reform illegal immigration. First, 
secure the borders .... Second, we need 
to come down hard on people who hire 
illegal immigrants .... They are enabling 
illegal immigration," said Mensonides. 
Communication director for the 
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 
of Washington Doug Honig added that 
while the ACLU does not ~upport 
Gilchrist's views on immigrants, they do 
support his right to free speech. Honig 
said that universities occupy a vital role 
in bringing diverse viewpoints to which 
students should be exposed, and that 
while universities must ensure that 
events are not disruptive or threatening 
to students, there is no way that they 
can ensure speakers' behavior. 
"You don't have the right to be pro-
tected from speech that you find highly 
offensive, and that means that people 
who are racist have the right to express 
their opinions," Honig said. "By the 
same token, speakers cannot say things 
which target the individual or makes 
someone feel reasonably unsafe." 
Immigration concerns 
LULAC National Executive Director 
Brent Wilkes discussed the reasons why 
illegal immigrants, whom he referred to 
as undocumented, rather than illegal 1 
cross the border in large numbers with-
out documentation. 
Wilkes cited Mexico's 50 percent 
poverty rate, the lack of legal avenues 
for immigration. in America, the U.S. 
military and drug trade involvement in 
Mexico as factors for undocumented 
immigration. 
"Compared to previous generations, 
there is now an arduous process of get-
ting in," Wilkes said. "The economy is 
chiefly their problem. The disparity in 
income is huge, which contributes to 
the problem. Drug trade fuels corrup-
tion. The US is not blameless. We've 
invaded the country over 32 times." 
Wilkes said these reasons are why it 
is ignorant to ask of Mexico: "why cant 
they get their act together?" 
Gilchrist said that the Minutemen 
cannot purge racial supremacists who 
infiltrate his organization fast enough. 
However, he believes that racial 
profiling is appropriate, given the pre-
dominance of illegal immigrants from 
Latin America. 
Gilchrist said that the Minutemen no 
longer register members because he felt 
that charging people fees for his cause 
was ridiculous. 
During the forum, a student 
expressed how the lack of membership 
registration detracts from the organiza-
tion's legitimacy. Gilchrist supports 
assimilation for immigrants. 
"English immersion, no exception," 
Gilchrist said. "If we are to remain a 
cohesive nation, we have to have a 
cohesive bond with which to conduct 
our commerce and communication ... I 
don't want to learn a different language 
for every person from a different coun-
try that's here. It would be everyone 
engaging in mutual acrimony because 
they can't understand each other ... 
Multiculturalism and .diversity are good 
concepts, but they need assimilation. 
Without it, it is just social engineering. 
If we want to have a homogenous 
nation that engages in domestic tran-
quility, we need English as a universal 
language." 
Creatingjobs at home 
Wilkes took an opposing position. 
Wilkes said that not only do immigrants 
wish to assimilate: they .also benefit 
America, rather than steal jobs. 
"They stimulate the· creation of 
jobs," Wilkes said. "I don't want the job 
picking grapes. It's not one-to-one. If we 
import grapes from Central America 
rather than grow them in the US, our 
trade deficit goes up ... We don't have 
the problem of population growth 
because of the workers. That's non-
sense. What threatens our unity of cul-
ture is [people who attack other] people 
who are different ... Forty percent of all 
people who fought in our wars have 
been immigrants. . .. They want to 
assimilate - they are learning English at 
a faster rate th<rn previous generations." 
Demolition plans seal late ot 
Courson and Muzzall Halls 
by Kelly Merslich 
Staff reporter 
The year 1966 played an important 
part in American history. The Vietnam 
War was in full swing, supermodel 
Cindy Crawford was born, the hit single 
Yellow Submarine by the Beatles 
became an overnight phenomenon and 
lastly, Central Washington University's 
own Courson and Muzzall Halls were 
built to house on-campus students. 
After 42 years, the time has come for 
these two nine-story buildings to retire, 
and be deconstructed to make way for 
new additions to Central's campus. 
"Mobilizing will start sometime the 
week of April 7; there may be fencing 
put up around the buildings," said 
Director of Facilities Planning and Con-
struction Bill Yarwood. "Anticipated 
work will start on the inside of Courson 
around Apri I 14 and wi 11 be completed 
by September [2008]. 
According to Yarwood, the overall 
estimate for the deconstruction is set at 
roughly $1.9 million. 
Students and the El lens burg com-
munity have raised questions about the 
method of deconstruction. Schreiber 
5tarling & Lane Architects of Seattle 
provide expertise in mechanical decon-
struction and control led col lapse, and 
have been put in charge of safely and 
effectively deconstructing the two 
buildings. 
They have provided solutions to most 
concerns, including the reduction of dust 
and the disposal of hazardous materials, 
so that all parties involved will feel safe 
during the deconstruction period. 
Between April and June, the interi-
ors of both buildings will be slowly tak-
en apart They will take down the exteri-
Brianne Jette/Observer 
Courson and Muzzall Halls will be demolished after towering over the 
Central campus for 42 years. Demolishment will begin early next week. 
or of Courson Hall early on a Saturday thing." 
following Central's commencement to Replacing the two buildings will be 
avoid high volumes of pas.sing traffic. a new park with native trees, plants, 
Muzzall Hall will follow with the same and shrubs. Wilson Creek wil! be 
procedure in early July. 
Students who spent their first year at 
Central in Courson or Muzzall have 
expressed mixed emotions. While the 
buildings that housed many good mem-
ories for .students wi II no longer stand, 
riew additions to Central's campus are 
often welcomed with open arms. 
"I Lived in Courson [during] fresh-
man year, and will be sad to see it go," 
said Terra Winston, junior business 
major. "The buildings definitely needed 
some sprucing up though, so I think tak-
ing them down is probably a good 
rerouted so that a new creek will run 
through the middle of the park. 
"I'm excited to have a park on cam- _ 
pus, it wi 11 add a lot of beauty to the 
campus; especially in place of the cur-
rent vacant dorms," said Rebecca Paul, 
junior political science major. 
The current portion of Wilson Creek 
will be covered and protected during 
the ~econstruction period to avoid any 
harm to the animals and water. Trees to 
remain at the site throughout the next 
several months will also be protected 
throughout the building process. 
Committee continues search 
tor Central's new president 
by Sarah Hazel 
Staff reporter 
An executive consultant firm, hired 
to help find potential presidential can-
didates for Central, has connections. 
Storbeck, Pimentel and Associates, 
Inc. has been hired by the Presidential 
Search Committee and approved by the 
Board ofTrustees. 
Alberlo Pimentel, the primary con-
tact for the firm, will be visiting the cam-
pus in the next couple of weeks. 
. Pimentel· has four degrees, including 
two masters' degrees in education and 
public administration from Harvard 
University. 
His firm was chosen by the Presi-
dential Search Committee as a result of 
positive references from other 
universities, as well as the connections 
the firm has. 
"[The university representatives] all 
talked about his reliability and the con-
nections he has to individuals in the 
higher education system who are inter-
ested in presidential positions," said 
Wendy Bohrson, chair of the Presiden-
tial Search Committee. 
The firm will initially assist the 
search committee with creating a job 
description and a university prospectus. 
According to Bohrson, the university 
prospectus is essentially a description of 
the university designed to attract suit-
able candidates. The firm will also cre-
ate a formal job description. 
In order to create a university 
prospectus and a job description that 
will help to find the right candidates, 
Jerilyn Mcintyre 
the Presidential Search Committee and 
the consulting firm will compile a set of 
questions and are hoping for as much 
student feedback as possible. 
"We definitely want student involve-
ment," Bohrson said. "This position, even 
though it may seem a little distant to you 
when you're taking your classes .. ." has a 
huge influence on the academic and the 
student life side of the university.". 
According to Derrick Peacock, 
ASCWU-BOD vice president for equi-
ty and community service, the Presi-
dential Search Committee will soon 
establish a Web site that will allow stu-
dents to voice their opinions about 
potential candidates. The Web site will 
also let students provide feedback 
regarding what they would like to see 
in a search candidate. 
Pimentel will also speak to students 
when he arrives on campus to begin the 
candidate selection process. He will 
speak to student groups, such as the 
Board of Directors, and anywhere there 
are concentrated bodies of students. 
The hiring of the consulting firm and 
the primary consultant was necessary, 
according to Peacock. 
"[Storbeck, Pimentel and Associates, 
Inc .] have, through their organization, 
multiple contacts with places to adver-
tise, places to recruit from, places to 
draw the type of candidates that we 
want to draw," Peacock said. 
All expenses involved in the presi-
dential search process, including travel 
expenses and payment for the consult-
ing firm, will be allocated from the uni-
versity budget, according to Judy Miller, 
secretary to the Board ofTrustees. 
The official budget for the search 
has not been approved, but a general 
budget of up to $150,000 has been 
estimated. 
According to Bruce Porter, CWU 
director of business services and con-
tracts, the consulting firm, as payment 
for their services, will receive approxi-
mately ~ne third of the new president's 
first-year salary. 
The main objective in hiring this 
firm, according to Presidential Search 
Committee members, is ultimately to 
find the most suitable presidential can-
didates possible. 
"The people who apply for this job, 
and the ultimate person we choose, 
need to be well-versed in a lot of differ-
ent areas," Bohrson said. "They need to 
be an academic at heart." 
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$162,000 grant for 
science department 
by Paul Boutte 
Staff reporter 
The National Science Founda-
tio"n (NSF) is giving Central a grant 
worth $162,000. The money will 
fund Teachers on the Leading Edge 
(TOTLE), which is a joint venture 
between the University of Portland, 
Portland Community College, Pacif-
ic Lutheran University and Central. 
"The money will be used for 
travel, stipends, food and busses," 
said Dr. Beth Pratt-Sitaula, assis-
tant professor of geological sci-
ences at Central. 
Pratt-Sitaula will be the lead 
instructor when the program 
comes to Olympia, Wash., next 
year. According to Pratt-Sitaula, 
about two thirds of secondary 
teachers who teach earth science 
never took a geology course in 
college. 
Over the next three years, TOTLE 
will put on summer workshops for 
K-12 and community science teach-
ers. The workshops will feature two 
days in the field and three in the 
classroom. Educators will be taught 
how geologists survey and study 
plate tectonics, volcanoes and 
earthquakes in our region. The Uni-
versity of Portland will host'the first 
workshop and PLU will host in 
2009 and 2010. Teachers will 
receive three credits toward their 
master's degrees or continuing 
education. 
Another program funded by the 
''The money will be 
used for travel, 
stipends, food and 
busses.'' 
BETH PRATT-SITAUIA, 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
NSF is Earthscope, a 10-year program to 
enhance scientists' knowledge of what 
triggers or controls earthquakes and 
volcanic eruptions. 
They will use seismic stations called 
the USArray to monitor change. 
The array consists of broadband 
seismometers, broadband stations and 
short period stations. Currently they're 
examining deformation and seismic 
activity in the Northwest. 
"Earthscope is funded by the gov-
ernment; they're like N.A.S.A., but 
not as big," Pratt-Sitaula said. "Earth-
scope is the largest geophysics initia-
tive to understand Northwest crust 
plates better." 
According to Pratt-Sitaula, Earth-
scope will use a network of global posi-
tioning receivers called Plate Boundary 
Observatory to scan the country. 
They wi II start on the west coast, 
then move on to Montana, going across 
the country and eventually ending on 
the east coast. 
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Burularv over spring break 
raises student concerns 
by Mimi Oh 
Staff reporter 
Over spring break, burglars broke into the 
Student Health and Counseling Center. 
A mass e-mail from the school says that no 
records were pilfered. 
Central Washington University police chief 
Steve Rittereiser, police lieutenant and emer-
gency management coordinator Mike Lavera and 
Senior Director of Health Counseling and Well-
ness Bob Trumpy all confirmed that no health 
records were stolen. 
"On March 20, 2008, at 5:55 a.m., our custo~ 
dial services folks ... saw a lot of property strewn 
on the floor," Rittereiser said. "After making sure 
there was no one in the building, we secured the 
scene .... We were able to determine that basical-
ly, there were laptop computers, a couple of oth-
er pieces of electronic equipment and a small 
amount of money that was missing .... There were 
no drugs or medical equipment compromised .... 
Entry was gained to the Health Center through a 
broken window. Likely, there were more than one 
suspects involved." 
Despite the burglary at the Student Health and 
Counseling Center, Natalie Garcia, sophomore 
undeclared, feels secure at Central. 
After reading the mass e-mail notification 
about the burglary, Garcia wondered why some-
one would burglarize the Center. 
"It's weird, because I never thought anyone 
would break in," Garcia said. "But it makes me 
think, where else could the suspects break in? I 
go to the Health Center once or twice a year. 
Since I don't have sensitive information, I'm not 
as concerned, but if I did, I would take the news 
more seriously." 
Lavera said that currently, University Police 
does not have any suspects. However, they do 
have persons of interest who they may want to 
interview. 
"I think the investigation is going very well," 
Lavera said. "The officers involved are out every 
day trying to interview people." 
Rittereiser said that University Police believe 
the burglars were motivated by the desire to steal 
electronic equipment, and that the location at the 
Health Center is not a significant factor. 
"We are working with our local police depart-
ment as well," Rittereiser said. "They have some 
cases that ar-e of a similar nature: people who 
broke in and stole similar equipment. We think 
there's some similarities. These break-ins were 
recent as wel I. There was an attorney's office bro-
ken into." 
Ellensburg Police Department Detective 
Sergeant Mike Coppin described six open burglary 
cases in town, which the police are currently 
investigating. 
The affected businesses include the attorney's 
office on E. 3rd Ave., a pharmacy on 414 N. Pearl 
St., Central Hand Therapy on 300 E. 2nd St., a 
medical office on 511 N. Pine St., a dental office 
on 313 N. Sprague St. and George Orthodontics 
on 3 l 5 N. Sprague Street. 
Police arrested two people in connection with 
the pharmacy burglary but they believe that the 
pharmacy burglary is unrelated to the other down-
town incidents. 
Coppin and Lavera remind people to practice 
basic safety procedures. The mere fact of being on 
a university campus does not inoculate people 
from crime. 
According to Coppin, there are over 200 bur-
glaries a year in Ellensburg. 
Coppin encourages people to buy an alarm or 
security system if they can afford one. 
Wil).e program expands 
by Katrina Smith 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University's Wine Edu-
cation Program is expanding. Thanks to the sup-
port of Congressman Doc Hastings, Central will 
receive $191, 600 that was recently signed into 
law to assist this effort. 
The funding will be used to launch the 
Wine Quality Testing and Education Initiative, 
a comprehensive research, analysis and edu-
cation program. 
Director of Central's World Wine Program 
and the International Wine Woman of the Year 
from 2005-2007, Amy Mumma, will guide 
th is endeavor. 
In order to improve the reputation and com-
petitiveness of the United States' wine, the 
Wine Quality Testing and Education Initiative's 
goal is to offer awareness, analysis and educa-
tional benefits to students. 
"Central Washington University has estab-
lished itself as a leader in wine education and 
research," Hastings said. "This educational pro-
gram and the resources at Central play an 
important role in the quality and growth of 
Washington wine." 
The greater part of the nation's wineries are 
small operations that don't have laboratory 
facilities or testing exp~rtise to guarantee con-
sistent wine quality. The Wine Quality Testing 
and Education Initiative will help those in the 
industry gain the knowledge to better under-
stand the chemical and biological "errors" in 
different regions and how the quality of wine is 
negatively impacted. To help winemakers pre-
vent "errors" this initiative will also provide 
information to avoid adjusting their processes. 
There will be two phases to this initiative. 
Phase one will be based on research. The proj-
ect calls for random samples from five different 
regions: Washington, Oregon, California, Texas 
and New York. Each region's wine will be tested 
to verify the most common "errors." 
After the research phase is completed, phase 
two of the project will focus on education with-
in the five regions. 
The goal of the education phase is to build 
awareness of these "errors" as a general issue 
and disseminate region specific findings from 
the research. · 
This is where Central becomes involved. The 
World Wine Program offers classes and 
seminars for undergraduate students, industry 
professionals and consumers who are interested 
in learning more about wine trade, tourism, and 
the business <?f wine making. 
"We're really excited to offer this program," 
said CWU President Jerilyn Mcintyre. "It 
extends a chance for students to actually have a 
choice to major in the World Wine Program 
and learn more about the industry side of the 
business." 
Student recognition of the industry is 
already on the rise. 
"The wine industry is really booming," said 
senior psychology major, Jene' Daulley. "I took a 
wine class last summer and gained a lot of expe-
rience with wine and its impact on society. The 
expansion of the wine program will be good 
because it will further increase student knowl-
edge of the manufacturing and help them com-
municate with a more diverse group of people." 
Congressman Hastings also supported a 
similar proposal submitted by Central last year, 
which had been approved. However, the 
appropriation was lost when Congress didn't 
reach final passage on the bill. 
The funding for the initiative this year was 
included in the Fiscal Year 2008 Labor, Health 
and Human Services Appropriations Bill, which 
was recently signed into law by President Bush. 
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Tax services tree tor students Ellensburg 
Weather by Sara Hoober 
Staff reporter 
Millions of Americans struggle 
annually with correctly filing their taxes 
before the deadline on April 15. At Cen-
tral, students have the opportunity to get 
their taxes done for free . . 
Each year, the College of Business 
and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
sponsor the Volunteer Income Tax Assis-
tance program. The program is held from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each Saturday in Shaw-
Smyser Room 109. The program begins 
on the first Saturday of February and runs 
until the last Saturday before taxes are 
due on April 15. Central accounting stu-
dents, supervised by College of Business 
faculty, offer free help in preparing and 
filing U.S. income tax returns. 
In order to assist taxpayers in filing 
their taxes, accounting students must 
take the income tax course, Accounting 
346, and pass three online tests admin-
istered by the IRS. 
Zachary Howe, junior double major 
in marketing and accounting, finds the 
opportunity valuable. 
"Th is is one of the most , practical 
classes I've taken," Howe said. "For 
most of the people in here, this is what 
they will be doing after they graduate." 
Senior accounting lecturer, Fred 
McDonald, who oversees the program, 
also speaks highly of its benefits. 
"It's a real good experience for the 
students," McDonald said. "There's 
nothing quite like it." 
The program was already in place 
when McDonald came to teach at Central 
Washington University in 1997. The Uni-
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versity of Washington and Heritage Col-
lege are two other schools that offer this 
service. Here in Ellensburg, the Senior 
Center also holds free tax preparation. 
For Andre Selfa, junior business 
major, visiting the assistance program 
marked the first time he filed his taxes. 
His friend, one of the students filing tax-
es, encouraged him to come. Selfa was 
impressed by the program. 
"It's pretty easy. They know what 
they're doing and I don't know what I'm 
doing," Selfa said. "It only took like 10 
minutes." 
In addition to gaining practical 
knowledge, accounting students also 
have the opportunity of seeing firsthand 
how filing taxes can impact a person's 
Mikaela Sanders/Observer 
life. Their work results in imparting 
good news - a refund, or bad news -
taxes are still owed. Sometimes, that 
news can be fairly substantial. 
According to Howe, some people, 
including those who do not make 
much money and have a family to sup-
port can walk out with. a $6,000 
refund check. 
Afternoon sun 
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CENTRAL STAFF MEMBER DIES 
Paulette Bond, Central costume shop supervisor and lecturer, 
passed away last Friday at the Yakima Regional Medical Center due to 
an extended illness. She was 61 . 
Bond was a Central alumna from 1993. She had a BA in 
Theatre Arts and graduated with honors. 
Bond had a hand in the costume-making for numerous organi-
zations in the community, including Central Theatre Ensemble, CWU 
opera productions, Ellensburg High School and Ellensburg Youth Ballet. 
Starting in 1986, Bond began working in CWU's Theatre 
Arts department in the costume shop while she was still a student. 
In 2001, she attained her permanent staff member position as cos-
tume shop supervisor. Bond created designs for costumes, hair, wigs 
and makeup to supplement her supervision. 
She taught costume and makeup at Central and hair and 
makeup at other campuses, including the University of Ohio, Louisiana 
State University and Tulane University. 
Her memorial service will be held at 2 p.m. on April 20 in the 
S_ue Lombard Reception Room. 
Bond's family requests that contributions rather than flowers 
be given to the Paulette Bond Memorial Scholarship at 
www.cwu.edu/ ~fheatre/BONDdonationformpdf or at 509-963-1760. 
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OBSERVER 
The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not 
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body, 
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be 
considered as official views of Central Washington University. 
Students' future grim with apathv on the rise 
Each year 
since I've been 
a part of The 
Observer staff, I 
like to give a 
sort of motiva-
tional piece 
asking everyone 
to get involved 
and active Frank 
somehow on Stanley 
campus - any- Editor-in-
thing ranging Chief 
from joining or _ 
creating a club to attending a . 
speaker series, or even just a movie 
in the theater. 
Being a former Central RA, I 
took it upon myself to let students 
know how to maximize their expe-
rience (and, frankly, their money 
spent) and get them aware of how 
to make the most out of what they 
·can accomplish here. 
Regardless of whether or not my 
residents - or readers of The 
Observer - I istened to me, I felt 
that I did my part, even if so much 
as to just .try and influence one per-
son to leave their mark at Central. 
This time around, I'm taking a 
different approach. One I didn't 
want to take, but it's becoming the 
only way to know how to get a 
point across. 
j 
I ~aw a rather startling concept 
begin to develop through high 
school up to now: apathy is very 
quickly becoming a new trend. 
With every new group of stu-
dents I see make their way on cam-
pus: no one cares about what hap-
pens with the university - it's just 
you and your friends that matter, 
followed distantly with grades. 
. I can't say I was surprised to see 
this happening. For me, it started 
all the way back in middle school 
at Bellevue, Wash., where success 
was top priority and school spirit 
became the unfortunate victim. 
Is anyone actually aware of the 
state of Central outside of what 
they can find out here? Does any-
one actually care how the Services 
and Activities Fee Committee is 
spending their money to improve 
their coll-ege experience? 
The outcome has become a dou-
ble-edged sword: new Clubs are on 
the rise but member volume is 
dropping, and despite the candi-
dates' growing enthusiasm, student 
government has hit an all-time low. 
Whether it be the Residence 
Hall Association - what used to be 
Central's biggest student-run organ-
ization - or the ASCWU-BOD - the 
highest-paid student positions on 
campus, Central students across al I 
News tips? Letters to the editor? 
E-mail The Observer at our new 
e-mail: cwuobserver@gmail.com 
types are just no- longer getting 
involved. 
That brings up a good point for 
us all to ponder: last year, six of the 
seven BOD positions were elected 
with unopposed candidates, mean- . 
ing six students were handed fat 
paychecks on a silver platter. 
Even then, just over 10 percent 
of the student body decided to fill 
out a ballot. 
The year prior, in what .could 
have been one of the most compet-
itive election that most people can 
remember, those numbers just eked 
over one-third of the student body. 
Judging by the overall ineffec-
tiveness of this year's student gov-
ernment, · do you . think they 
deserved those paychecks? I didn't 
think so. 
But, in the end, no one can real-
ly complain, since it's our fault that 
we let it happen. 
I'm hoping that I can make it 
clear just how angered this makes 
me, but at the same time, I guess 
it's caught up to me: I really don't 
care what happens anymore. 
It's like an acquired helpless-
ness: there's so I ittle that I can do 
now, and as such I just let things 
take its course. _ 
I guess it's like reverse psychol-
ogy: do I want everyone out there 
to get involved with what this cam-
pus has to offer? Definitely. 
Do I care if you do your part 
and take that extra ste_p? Not any-
more. 
There's many things to blame, 
and I don't want to make it feel like 
·this is all your fault. 1 ·know that our 
society is far too success-driven 
that imposes these kinds of 
thoughts into our head. 
I remember my father talking to 
me when he heard I was accepted 
Lnto college. I think the INords he 
used were, "You better bust your 
ass so you can pay for mine later." 
· He's si·nce passed away, but the 
thought still lingered. My freshman 
year, I met barely anyone and did 
hardly anything outside of class-
work and even then, I was pretty 
bad at getting that done. I tried sev-
eral th in gs, such as RHA, but the 
whole time I just felt disconnected. 
Then I was recommended to an 
RA position and the rest is history. 
Hopefully, several of you will 
ream in time. Think- unused (or 
worse: wasted) student funds. Think 
fewer enriching and entertaining 
programs and speakers. 
Think a generally boring college 
experience. 
I lo€>k at this much like how I 
look at one of my philosophie.s, :·tn 
-1ife: whether we're too blind, stu-
pid or just ignorant to realize the 
errors of our ways, they why don't 
we all just learn the hard way and 
remove the safety labels from 
everything, letting nature take its 
course? 
To be completely honest, the 
most important thing to remember 
when coming to any college is 
"college is what you make of it." · 
I didn't realize until recently 
that that extends beyond yourself, 
· and right now, your general apathy 
is negatively affecting everyone: 
faculty, administration and, most of 
all, your fellow students. 
I hate to play the gloom card, 
but if it gets through to anyone, I 
guess I did my part again. It just 
sucks that it had to be done this 
way. 
I want .to say that you should all 
get 04t there and try something just 
to get a feel for it - if nothing else, 
hopefully you'll feel better. 
Or not. It'll be your mess later. 
And you can push that back as 
well, if you want - the next group 
of · students will (hopefully) take 
care of it for you. 
Observer Editor-in-Chief Frank Stanley 
can be· reached at stanleyf@cwu.edu. 
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Proposed Seattli ciimplex 
presents more questions 
Only nine 
days before the 
NBA Board of 
Governors 
planned to meet 
and discuss 
whether to 
approve the relo-
cation of the 
Seattle Super- Curtis 
Sonics to Okla- Crabtree 
homa City, a Sports editor 
new 'investment 
group headed by Sonics legend 
"Downtown" Fred Brown announced 
a proposal for a new $1-$1.2 bi 11 ion 
privately funded arena in the Seattle 
area. 
The group, named 82 Incorporat-
ed, revealed plans at a press ,confer-
ence Tuesday · morning for a 
retractable roof basketball/hockey 
arena that would also be capable of 
holding concerts, political rallies, 
conventions and other activities to 
generate revenue 365 days a year. 
The group said they were looking 
at between four and six different 
locations for the new arena to reside, 
but the main location proposed by 
the group is at Pier 46 on the Puget 
Sound waterfront. 
The group's Web site, www.emer-
aldcitycenter.com, makes many bold 
statements on their front page: 
"Public funding of sports arenas is 
over." 
"The model is broken, we have a 
new model." 
"A facility that is 100 percent pri-
vately financed." 
The problem with all of this? The 
group failed to mention anywhere 
during their press conference where 
the money for such an arena would 
come from. 
They talked about it being com-
pletely privatized without mentioning 
the name of one person or business 
or group that had committed to the 
project. 
Such an arena would most defi-
nitely be feasible to house an NBA or 
NHL franchise for decades to come 
but at this early stage it appears to be 
nothing more than a decently organ-
ized but very unsubstantiated idea. 
With only a few days left befo_re 
the board of governors will undoubt-
edly approve the move of the Sonics 
to Oklahoma, such a sketchy prnpos-
al obviously doesn't have keeping 
this NBA team in Seattle as its top pri-
ority. 
The plan as it would seem would 
be to attract a future NBA. and/or 
NHL franchise to become the ancho.r 
tenant at the new facility. ' 
Not only is there a problem with 
how to fund this new arena, but the 
Pier 46 site thr.t the group covets so 
much is leased tit> the South Korean 
shipping company Hanjin through 
2015. 
Plus, the industrial benefit to 
using the port for shipping would far 
outweigh the need for a professional 
sports arena. 
The effort put forth on Tuesday by 
B2 Inc. and the WongDoody market-
ing firm seems to only detract from 
the efforts being made by Matt Griffin 
and Steve Ballmer's group to fund a 
$300 million renovation of KeyArena. 
The group has pledged $150 mil-
lion of their own money towards the 
renovation with the other $150 mil-
lion coming from public funds 
through the city of Seattle and the 
state of Washington. 
This proposal hit a major hitch 
when the legislative session ended 
without a commitment from the state 
of Washington to help fund the proj-
ect. 
However, the city of Seattle, 
which was already confident they 
could foot the first $75 million, has 
beeh trying to figure out how to come 
up with another $75 million to com-
plete the proposal before the April 10 
meeting of the NBA Board of Gover-
nors. 
Despite David Stern's comments 
that even a renovated KeyArena 
would not be an NBA viable facility, 
it will be tough for the NBA to aban-
"don a market which has been loyal to 
the league for 41 years that had a 
completed proposal for a renovated 
arena. 
If neither of these plans comes to 
fruition in the near future, the city of 
Seattle looks to be set t.o watch Clay 
Bennett ride off into the Oklahoma 
City sunset with the city's oldest pro-
fessional sports franchise. 
Observer Sports editor Curtis Crabtree 
can be reached at crabtreec@cwu.edu. 
Insane weather redefines "spring fever" 
Dear spring, you 
really suck. 
Central students are 
getting sick of this 
dizzying Ellensburg 
spring arid the evidence 
is everywhere .. 
I was walking to a 
meeting i~ jeans and a 
light.sweatshirt the oth- Ila 
er day when the weath- Dickenson 
er . quite suddenly Staff reporter 
turned from a cool, but 
sunny, afternoon to a virtual blizzard. By the 
time I arrived at my destination, it was as if 
the snow had never fallen and spring was 
really here. 
I almost thought I had hallucinated, until I 
looked around and saw a familiar look of exas-
peration on the faces of fellow Wildcats. 
I'm sure most of you remember our recent 
and glorious winter quarter. After a brief bout 
of snow and sub-freezing temperatures, it 
looked as if the gods had heard our prayers and 
brought spring early. I remember walking to the 
gym in the evening and not freezing my butt off 
on the short walk to the REC Center from 
Stephens-Whitney Hall. I remember afternoons 
full of sunshine, T-shirts and Frisbee on the sci-
ence lawn with my buddies. I even remember 
tossing around the idea of going on a Slurpee 
run, a cherished spring weather tradition. 
Spring had come early, and I was finally going 
to thaw out and lose the layers. 
But I was wrong. We were all wrong. And I 
think we're all heartbroken about it. 
For weeks during our beautiful winter days, 
I felt like a pessimist when I told my friends that 
I thought the weather was just messing with us. 
It was way too early to have weather that fan-
tastic, and the great flirt in the sky was teasing 
us. I was right. 
It was almost painful when I opened my 
eyes to a text message from a friend the morn-
ing after spring break saying that it had 
snowed. As much as I trust this friend, I thought 
he was being a jerk and lying to me. As I 
peaked out my window I saw giant white 
flakes, presumably snow, falling from our 
Ellensburg skies. 
"I told you we were being teased," I 
texted back. 
The days following that first spring snow 
have been brutally confusing. Each morning, I 
poke my head out from behind my bedroom 
curtains with hopes that the look of the weath-
er will somehow help me figure out what the 
weather actually will be. It has been nearly 
impossible to choose clothes that fit the weath-
er for the whole day, because we experience 
all four seasons most days. 
I know I'm not alone in my frustration and 
agony. I've watched my friends change their 
Facebook statuses a zillion times over the past 
two weeks to complain about the weather. I've 
read bulletin after bulletin on MySpace telling 
of my friends' disbelief that our good friend 
Spring had bailed on us, and left us cold, alone 
and confused. 
Spring Fever has taken on a new image for 
most of us Wildcats. It no longer means 
skipped classes spent at People's Pond or study-
ing on Barto Lawn. 
It means wearing parkas in the sunshine 
and T-shirts during a 20-minute blizzard. After 
all this, I feel like I have just one thing to say to 
our old friend, Spring. 
Dear Spring, I don't know why you left us. 
We made such a great pair and we had so 
much fun. I promise to be better to you if you'll 
just take us back. 
Observer Staff reporter Ila Dickenson can be 
reached at dickensoni@cwu.edu. 
Historv lost with Doolittle Raider's passing 
Reading through the 
headlines of the Seattle 
Post Intelligencer, my 
eye stopped at the line 
"One of last Doolittle's 
Raiders dies at age 95." 
· I then immediately 
reflected back to my 
summer internship at 
the Auburn Reporter, 
where I was given the 
opportunity to inter-
view another Doolittle 
Raider, Edward J. Say-
Chelsea 
Krotzer 
News editor 
lor, Lieutenant Colonel U.S. Air Force (Ret.). At 
the time was one of 13 remaining raiders. 
It is not even a year later since I had that 
interview with Saylor, and now there are now 
only 11 still alive out of the original 80. 
The Doolittle Raid was a response to the 
attacks on Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. The 
80 raiders bombed Tokyo, Kobe and Nagoya, 
Japan on April 18, 1942. April 18th will be the 
raid's 66th anniversary. 
As each year passes, more history is lost to 
the translation of documentaries, books and 
classrooms. Those who lived and breathed the 
wars, the protests and the changes in our socie-
ty pass on and take the first hand experience 
with them. 
From that one interview alone, I was able to 
learn intimate details that I never could get 
from a history class. 
He told me of how he volunteered for the 
mission without any knowledge of where they 
were going, and how his new bride didn't even 
know he was bombing Japan until she saw it in 
a movie news-reel. 
I found out that when Saylor's B-25 crashed . 
into the China Sea, he didn't know how to 
swim, and barely remembered to inflate his life 
jacket. 
Stories like that remain in your mind, and 
bring the human interest angle into light. 
We all have our own connections to our 
past in the forms of our parents, grandparents 
and so on. 
I still kick myself for not asking more about 
the lives my grandparents had when they were 
my age, wliat the world was like to them. 
Unfortunately, I was too young to fully under-
stand the importance of those "walking fifteen 
miles in the snow, uphill both ways, bare-
foot. .. " stories. 
A number of us now are creating history, 
and in my case as a journalist, recording 
history as it happens. 
We have to take advantage of these 
opportunities to talk to those who lived it as a 
culture. 
We as a culture and society carry our histo-
ry with us, and pass it along by sharing with 
others. Someday I'll be able to tell the next 
generation where I was on 9-11, and whcit I 
was doing when the Hurricane Katrina hit New 
Orleans. 
Observer News editor Chelsea Krotzer can be 
reached at krotzerc@cwu.edu. 
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Central Washington Gamers: A Virtual Realitv 
by Erika Ewing 
Staff reporter 
Since the dawn of their existence 
video games have influenced 
many people, and have influ-
enced a race of people known as 
gamers. 
Video Games are not defined 
as their own genre, but the Cen-
tral Washington Gamers (CWG) 
club redefines the art of video 
games with their club, 
which was established 
· - in 2003 by graduate 
Bradford Gay. 
The club was estab-
lished and dedicated for 
those who share a com-
mon interest in video 
games. The club plays all 
platforms of gaming from 
the Atari system to the Nin-
ten·do Wii. But the club 
offers much more than video 
games for the gamers of Cen-
tral Washington University. 
"We support all consoles, 
\ all platforms, and all game 
genres ... basically anything 
video game related. We 
have a good time, it's a lot of fun to join," said Evan 
Belfiglio, senior information technology major 
and CWG president. 
Several times a year the CWG host events for 
the campus to promote and to get people more in 
touch with their virtual selves. In the past, big 
events hosted by the CWG were the 50 Man· LAN, 
and Evil Dewer. Other events include the occasion-
al Guitar Hero contest that usually take place in the 
SURC. 
"It's great to hail on Guitar Hero in between 
classes, I think its awesome that the Central Wash-
ington Gamers get together and make it happen for 
us," said junior accounting major Ryan Garrett. 
The big event that all of Central has been wait-
ing for is the 'Running of the Bulls LAN.' Students 
can come play or network with other people who 
want to be a part of the adventure. 
The event dedicates a whole entire weekend to 
gameplay where participants can challenge, be 
challenged, or just play with others. The CWG 
club is sponsored by Red Bull, so Red Bull is com-
plimentary for those that are pumped to play. 
The Running of the Bulls LAN is scheduled to 
take place from 5-10 p.m. on Saturday, April 12 
and from 10 a.m.-10 p.m on Sunday April 13. This 
big event brings gamers from all over the state. 
There are plenty of tournaments to go around such 
as the new Super Smash Bros. Brawl, Halo 3, 
Counter-Strike: Source, and Call of Duty 4. The 
cost is $5 for members, $10 for general admission 
and $7 for those who choose to join the CWG and 
attend the event. 
The club meetings are held every other Tuesday, 
with the Tuesdays in between set aside for free 
game play. During meetings aside from the busy 
·work it takes to host special events. Sometimes 
during the meetings members watch trailers and 
reviews of upcoming games. Don't worry, the 
meetings are not all work and no play for the presi-
dent of the CWG club and it's men:ibers. 
"It's a little stressful. Sometime you have to do 
the nitty gritty stuff of events. Like the upcoming 
LAN party, and making sure everything is in order; 
and that the fincances are straight. It's rewarding to 
see that it all works out and when you see people 
show up and having fun," said Belfiglio. 
There are other benefits in store for holding 
member status. Not only does the club welcome 
all games and platforms but all types of people with 
all types of interests. 
"There are so many girl gamers. I think its really 
great to be the vice president and to show other 
girls its not just a bunch of dudes. So don't be inti-
mated, we are very open and a little bit silly. Our 
meetings are a little bit of formal stuff ... and then 
video games. If you like to play at all, stop on by," 
said Erin Masterson, junior art education student 
and vice president of CWG. 
For more information, visit: 
www.centralwashingtongamers.net. 
An epic missing the 
meaning of an epic 
Open mic kicks 
on this month 
A cappella group· 
sings with CWU 
by Stephanie Sype 
Staff reporter 
"10,000 BC" seems as if it would 
be an epic full of nothing but action, 
with some blood and love thrown 
into the mix to make things interest-
ing. However, it is the action that 
seems to have gone missing. While 
there are some amazing computer 
generated scenes that embody the 
· epitome of what it takes to make a 
full blown epic, these scenes are few 
and far between. What is left is a 
movie full of scen.es that look as if 
they were needed simply to fill time 
in between the action. Unfortunately 
the fi Iler scenes move far slower than 
the rest of the movie. This leaves the 
audience begging for more visits 
from Woolly Mammoths and Saber 
Tooth Tigers. 
The story has been seen before, 
after proving himself as a leader to 
the tribe, D'leh's (Steven Straight) 
love, Evolet (Camilla Belle), is cap-
tured with the means of being 
Photo from screenhead.com 
enslaved. In order to free the one he 
loves he must set out on a journey of 
not only physical but mental 
endurance. Perhaps that is where the 
movie takes its first wrong turn, tak-
ing an overly played story and trying 
to turn it into a full-blown epic. With 
the idea of going 12,000 years into 
the past the writers and director 
could have gone so many places. 
Instead they simply relied on a for-
mula that in most cases guarantees 
block buster. Unfortunately they for-
got the action needed to make this 
story a classic. 
Perhaps a surprising aspect, and 
maybe the best aspect, of the movie 
is the young actor Nathanael Baring 
who portrays a young man also 
enslaved. Nathaneal's acting abilities 
make his scenes thoroughly enjoy-
able as he steals the screen every 
time he has a scene. If only he had 
more scenes the movie may have 
been worth the $8.50. However as it 
stands this is one that may be best to 
wait until it comes to Netflix. 
by Myja Freese 
Staff reporter 
Beginning this month, students have the opportunity to 
show off their talent during Open Mic Night, hosted by 
Campus Activities. 
What makes Open Mic Night such a great event is the 
diversi_ty of the performers, according to Sarah Grant, Cam-
pus Activities student programmer. In pervious nights there 
have been performances of spoken word, a rapper, acoustic 
acts, as well as instrumentalist. 
"I'm hoping that this will keep up because it makes for 
an entertaining and unique night/' Grant said. 
The first Open Mic Night begins at 7 p.m. on April 17 in 
the Student Union and Recreation Center Pit. Open Mic 
Night is held multiple times a quarter. The other nights are: 
May 1, 15, and 29. 
If you are eager to show off your new martial sign ups 
start at 6:30 p.m. and there are 6 guaranteed spots, with 15 
minutes stage time per act so get there early. All types of act 
are welcome and there is no cost for students who just want 
to enjoy an evening of entertainment. 
by Darcy Wytko 
Staff reporter 
Last night at 7 p.m., Central Washington University's 
Choral Studies Program presented a vocal performance 
featuring the Havre High School A Cappella Choir 
from Havre, Montana. The a cappella group joined 
Cen-tral's Chamber Choir and Women's Choir for a free 
concert featuring selections with and without instru-
mental accompaniment. The ensembles performed 
styles ranging from early Baroque to contemporary folk, 
covering selections by Anton Bruckner, Gabriel Faure, 
Arvo Part, and Eric Whitacre. 
The performance took place as part of an ongoing 
choral exchange program hosted by Central which 
allows choirs from other universities, high schools., and 
junior high schools to perform and attend workshops 
through CWU's choral program. Next Wednesday, April 
9, at 7 p.m. CWU's Choral Program will host a joint 
concert featuring CWU's Chamber Choir and Pacific 
Lutheran University's Choir of the West, one of the most 
well-known vocal groups in the western United States. 
The event is set to take place at the Music Building 
Concert Hall and will be free to the public. 
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American Stonrteller comes to Central 
by Megan O'Malley 
Staff reporter 
Exploration of how America came to 
be was never so lively or personal until 
Ken Burns began filming. 
The noted documentary maker, 
whose works have made him the face of 
PBS for the last thirty years, will be 
speaking on campus on April 8. He 
comes as part of the Presidential Speak-
er Series, whose theme this year is 
"Lessons from History". 
Burns first came on to the scene 
with his Academy Award nominated 
documentary "Brooklyn Bridge". Since 
then he has gone on to make several 
critically acclaimed features and 
recently released "The War", a seven-
part feature on World War II. Burns has 
directed eighteen features in all, and 
often works as writer, producer and cin-
ematographer as well. 
Marian Lien, the intern director for 
the Diversity Education Center, believes 
his documentaries are more than just 
filming pictures and interviews. 
"He celebrates being an American," 
Lien said. 
Burns has even popularized a way 
of filming. His particular method start-
ed something of a renaissance in the 
documentary world. The technique, 
known as "The Ken Burns effect", 
involves using a moving camera to look 
in depth at still photographs. 
Professor Michael Ogden, the pro-
gram director for film and video studies, 
says "The Ken Burns effect" is nothing 
new. Historical documentaries have 
used the effect for years, but Burns' 
works revolutionized the genre in an 
entirely different way. 
"He's rekindled interest in the histor-
ical documentary." Ogden said, "He's 
done that by making them personal." 
Burns' documentaries focus on the 
everyman, and what they had to go 
through to bring the United States to 
where it is today. One of his first major 
works, "The Civil War" aired on PBS in 
1990. The ten-part series explores the 
Civil War and the effects it had on the 
country. The series became a pop cul-
KARENBUC3Nl@ELLTEL.NET 
~u ~e 
ture sensation. The story does not focus 
on the heroes of the war, but rather the 
civilians and soldiers who dealt with it 
every day. As with Burns' other docu-
mentaries, the focus is on telling their 
story. 
"He pretty much has his finger on 
the pulse of American society, we 
always root for the underdog," Lien 
said. 
Burns focuses on everyday people 
who happen to be involved in ,great 
things. His most recent production 
"The War" focuses on this aspect during 
the harrowing days of World War II. 
When coming to campus, Burns 
will discuss his latest film and how he 
developed the story. His documentaries 
tel I the story of America, and how we 
came to be. They transcend the tradi-
tional movie markets and allow genera-
tions of viewers to reclaim a personal 
sense of history. 
President Jerilyn Mcintyre professes 
that her favorite work is "The Civil War." 
When choosing speakers for this year 
she felt he not only embodied the 
theme but also brought "kind of a 
crowd appeal element." 
Burns will be speaking about "Shar-
ing the American Experience" at 7 p.m. 
on April 8 in the SURC Ballroom. 
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o Faculty 3 recital: John 
Harbaugh and 
Curtis Peacock perform 
at 7 p.m. in the Music 
Building Recital Hall. 
O Anjuman performs 
at 7 p.m. in the SURC 
Pit, free. 
0 Open Mic Night, 
7 p.m. in the SURC Pit. 
4 O Turk the Magic Genie 
performs at 
5 p.m. in the Concert 
Hall, $5 advance, $8 at 
the door. 
o "Godspeed" video 
premiere, 7 p.m. in the ,.. 
SURC Theatre, $5, 
hosted by the cwu 
Wakeboard club. 
5 o E. Angeline Solano, junior 
viola recital, 
3 p.m. in the Recital 
Hall, free. 
O Karate tournament 
at Ellensburg High 
School. 
contact: iq@cwu.edu 
6 O Totally Telemann 
Trio perform 
at 7 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall. 
o Monday 7 Movie Mad-
ness: Juras-
sic Park, 7 p.m. in 
the SURC Theatre, 
free. 
o Open Mic Night, 
7 p.m. in the SURC 
Pit. 
8 o Lillian Yang, graduate 
recital at 6 
p.m. in the Recital 
Hall. 
0 USAFbrass 
concert at 7 p.m. in 
the Recital Hall. 
o CWU and 
PLU choir 
concert, 
7 p.m. in the 
Concert Hall. 
o Pictionary tour-
nament, 4 p.m. in 
the SURC Pit. 
o Poker 
tournament, 6 p.m. 
in the SURC 
Ballroom. 
by James Anderson 
Staff reporter 
-II 
Texas Hold'em is sweeping Central 
in a series of tournaments sponsored 
by the Campus Activities office in 
which students will put their pride on 
the line for a chance to go to the final 
winner's table. 
"I. love poker, it's so intriguing, I 
love everything about it," said Sarah 
Abouhamad, Campus Activities pro-
grammer and tournament promoter. 
The poker tournament has a total 
of eight individual rounds including a 
final round in which the winners from 
the previous rounds will come togeth-
er to duke it out over a bluff-filled 
· game ofTexas Hold' em. 
It costs five dollars to reserve a spot 
in the tournament and every player's 
entry money is pooled for a grand 
prize that will be given out to the win-
ner of the final round. 
Abouhamad kept the details about 
the ·grand prize clouded in secrecy 
although she commented that it would 
probably not be a simple cash prize. 
The tournament, which began ear-
lier this year, has been a massive suc-
cess with the students at Central due 
to the low cost of entry and the experi-
ence of meeting new people. 
"The turn out has been great," 
Abouhamad said. "The player count 
has ranged from 15 to 40 people." 
Thane Prather, senior business 
major, was the winner of the second 
round of the tournament, and has 
played poker around the nation at dif-
ferent schools he has attended. 
Prather had an exhilarating time at the 
Central Texas Hold' em tournament. 
"Even if you're not good at cards, it's 
great just to sit around and BS with peo-
ple," Prather said. "It was a lot of fun." 
The next round of play is taking 
pla.ce on April 9 and is being held in 
the Student Union and Recreation 
Center (SUR() Ballroom. The tourna-
ment is played around five or six 
tables, depend-
ing in the tournament. 
"Everybody plays differently," 
Abouhamad said. "You can tell a lot 
about a person 
ing on the turn 
out size. 
Prather 
thought the com-
petition in the 
tournament was 
great, but that it 
shouldn't scare 
off amateur pok-
er players. 
''Even if you're not 
from the way · 
they play their 
hand. It's a great 
way to meet new 
people." 
"We are all 
amateurs," 
Prather said. "I 
just got called 
out on good 
hands." 
Abouhamad, 
good at cards, it's 
great just to sit 
around and BS with 
people.'' 
THANE PRATHER 
SENIOR BUSINESS MAJ0:1l 
The last two 
rounds of play, 
April 9 and April 
23, are still open 
for entry. 
"In the past 
it's been a gentle-
men's game," 
Abouhamad said. 
"But with the 
popularity of the 
who doesn't actually take part in play-
ing at the tournaments, feels that play-
ing poker against a variety of different 
people is not the only reason for play-
Central poker 
tournaments, we're hoping the 
younger generation can keep it 
going." 
photo from http://unpopulartruths.fi/es. wordpress.com 
Turk· amazes Central students with comedv-mauic 
by Rachel Guillermo 
Staff reporter 
A tall, caped figure emerges from a 
cloud of smoke. He says nothing at first 
but simply removes his ~at and places 
his white glove into it. The audience's 
eyes begin to water from the smoke but 
they don't dare turn away. They lean in 
from their seats to get a closer look. He 
waves the hat around, says the magic 
word, and BAM! Where once there was 
just a glove now sits a live dove. 
The Central Washington University 
Opera Club will try to bring that feeling 
back to the audience tomorrow evening 
as it sponsors a night of illusion and fun 
staring Turk the Magic Genie. The show 
will start at 7 p.m. on April 4 in the CWU 
Music ~uilding Concert Theater. 
"[Turk) is a full-time magician over 
on the west side," said Rose Turk, CWU 
Opera Club Fundraiser Coordinator. 
"He specializes in family shows with lots 
of audience participation." 
He calls it a "comedy-magic" show, 
created to make the kids laugh. Rose 
Turk, a vocal performance major alum-
nus from Central, happens to be the 
genie's daughter. 
"That's my dad! " Rose Turk said. "I 
Photo from www.kidzwiz.com 
Turk the Magic Genie entertains 
audiences of all age levels. 
suggested, 'Hey why don't we bring him 
out here to do a show?' and he said that 
it was fine and he' ll do it." 
Jack Turk, 51, has been a magician 
for more than 20 years. But the "rabbit-
in-the-hat" has had him since he was 5 
years old. 
"I remember watching a TV show 
every Saturday morning as a kid," Jack 
Turk said. "I thought it was the coolest 
thing ever and I wanted to be a magician 
when I grew up." 
Jack Turk grew up in a small town 
near Colon, Mich., home of one of the 
top magic factories in the country. Every 
year, people from around the world gath-
er for a magical festival, officially known 
as Abbot's Magic Get-Together. Jack Turk 
has fond memories of these festivals. 
"I use to go to this magic shop as a 
kid," Jack Turk said. "I would beg, plead, 
whine, whatever until my mom would 
take me to this magic shop. And she did-
many, many times." 
Jack Turk's magic show is one of two 
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events the Opera Club is holding this 
weekend to raise funds for the organiza-
tion. 
The second event is the club's 5th 
Annual Bella Notte dinner which will be 
at 6 p.m. on Saturday, April 5, at St. 
Andrew's Catholic Church. The evening 
will consist of a dinner cooked and pre-
pared by the Opera Club and a silent 
auction with items donated from local 
businesses in town. 
The money raised from both events 
will help fund theater productions 
done by the club every year and a trip 
this summer to Nashville for the 
National Association of Teachers of 
Singing convention. 
"We decided to do those [shows] 
and piggyback them so they w~uld be in 
the same weekend," Rose said. "It's fun 
for everybody, parents love it as much as 
the kidsi It's good for all ages." 
Authorized Retail Dealer 
Lawn/Garden· Tools· Appliances· Electronics 
925~3101 ! 505 N Pearl St. Hours Mon-Sat:9-7 & Sun: 10..5 
OPR leads hikers 
into sunset beyond 
Manastash Ridge 
by Stephanie Olson 
Staff reporter 
Fresh air, fitness and stress relief are just the start of the path 
with sunset hikes. 
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals (OPR), combined with 
Group Fitness, are offering a sunset hike near Manastash Ridge 
every Tuesday. Participants will meet at 5 p.m. at the OPR 
shop to catch the van and will return at 7 p.m. to the shop. The 
hike is three miles of tough terrain and participants should 
expect a challenge. 
"The hike is going to be steep and kind of rocky," said Geoff 
Curti.s, Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals (OPR) shop worker and 
hike leader. "It's on a ridge: it's actually a hike out of the 
canyon." 
In addition to fitness and a physical challenge, Curtis hopes 
to give hikers a new outlet this spring. 
"Hiking is stress relief for anyone that really just needs to 
get out of town," he said. 
"He has given it a great twist," said Ryan Hopkins, OPR 
Coordinator. "It is kind of that 'lets-unwind-from-work thing.'" 
According to Corey Sims, Fitness and Membership Services 
coordinator, students erijoy the social atmosphere that comes 
with group fitness, and combined with OPR, that atmosphere 
will be taken outside, where Group Fitness normally doesn't go. 
"[The program] is something different, something new that 
we haven't seen in the past," said Sims. 
The cost i$ $2 for the ride, $10 for eight weeks of hikes or is 
free· for those with a Fitness Pass. The Fitness Pass allows 
access into the Group Fitness classes University Recreation 
offers. The Fitness Pass is available for $10 for 10 classes, $20 a 
month for unlimited classes and $40 for a quarter of unlimited 
classes. 
Registration for the hike is available in the OPR shop and is 
open to anyone within the campus community at any fitness 
level. Hikers should bring water, snacks, hiking shoes and as it 
can get windy during the day Curtis suggested everyone should 
bring clothing to layer, but try to keep light weight. 
Artist shares techniques with local vouth 
ABOVE: During his two-hour session with students attending a watercolor workshop, 
Mexican artist Javier Lopez Ortiz produced this drawing as a demonstration. Ortiz's 
work was on display at the Allied Arts of Yakima through the end of March. 
RIGHT: Hannah Crowley looks over the drawing made by Javier Lopez Ortiz 
during the demonstration on Wednesday. 
BELOW: Javier Lopez Ortiz, along with his friend and interpreter Noe Guttierez, 
speak with Jose Guizar, junior graphic design major, Jessica Moskua, executive Direc-
. tor of the Allied Arts of Yakima, and Michael Ervin, director of the Center for Latino 
and Latin-American studies on Wednesday after the draw!ng demonstration. 
Photos by Amanda Umberger/Observer 
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PORTS Nicholson Pavilion undergoing upgrades Wildcats season ends on last second shot 
Earlv season 
funk still 
haunting 'Cats 
by Dusty Kindred 
Staff reporter 
The Central women's softball team 
got off to a slow start at the Tournament of 
Champions in Turlock, Calif last week-
end. Losing the first game of the day 2-1 
in eight innings to Cal State Dominguez 
Hills, and losing their second game of the 
tournament again in the final at bat 
against 20th-ranked Humboldt State, 4-2 . 
In the first game of the day on Friday, 
senior first baseman Mallory Holtman 
went 2 for 4 and was inches shy of win-
ning the game with a two-run home run 
in the bottom of the eighth. However, 
after fouling off five consecutive pitches 
to start her final at-bat, she was denied a. 
game-winning blast by Toros right fielder 
Katie Garcia. 
The one-run 
defeat spoiled a 
solid pitching per-
formance by CWU 
junior right-hander 
Linse Vlahovich, 
who allowed just 
three hits while 
striking out six. 
However, one 
of her two walks to 
Mallory 
Holtman 
Jodi Nakawatase First 
came around to Baseman 
score. CSU 
Dominguez Hills then scored the game-
winning run in the eighth inning thanks 
to the International Tie-Breaker Rule, with 
Nakawatase driving home the final tally 
with a sacrifice fly. 
In Friday's second game, Central 
struck first as Holtman reached base on a 
two-out error. Junior catcher Holly Ross-
man then delivered the Wildcats' only 
extra-base hit of the day, a double to 
right-center field that scored Holtman 
from first and gave Central a 1-0 lead. 
That margin stood until the fifth inning, 
when Humboldt State struck for two runs 
against sophomore Katriina Reime. The 
Lumberjacks scored their runs with three 
hits and an infield fielder's choice, tying 
the game and then taking the lead on a 
RBI single by Natalie Galletly. 
In the seventh, Humboldt State 
scored tv{ice thanks to two hits, a walk, 
and an error. Central was unable to 
match the Lumberjacks' efforts in the bot-
tom of the inning, going down in order. 
Rossman accounted for more than 
half of the Wildcats' five hits against 
Humboldt State, with junior infielder 
Jackie Hawkins and Holtman also pick-
ing up one hit each. Central had its diffi-
culties with Lumberjack pitcher Hannah 
Jones, who struck out nine and walked 
just one. Reime (3-4) allowed eight hits ' 
while striking out three, allowing just 
three earned rans. 
After the first day of play the Wildcats 
were 0-2, and were looking for a spark to 
get them going for their three games on 
Saturday. 
SEE SOFTBALL PAGE 19 
Baseball rolling aner slow stan 
·wildcats 15-3 since 0-7.start, take three of four from Western Oregon 
by Casey Donovan 
Senior reporter 
Realistically, 30 to 35 wins will 
allow the Central Washington base-
ball team to make postseason play. · 
An 0-7 is not the ideal start for 
achieving that goal. 
The Wildcats have since rallied 
to take each of its last four series in 
Great Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence (GNAC) play and is atop the 
conference standings at 9-2. 
"We got off to such a bad start," 
head coach Desi Storey said. "Our 
focus was not where it should have 
been. Everyone was gunning for us 
and it really did take its toll on us." 
Central junior Tyler Levin - last 
year's GNAC pitcher of the year -
had a rough start to the season, but 
it wasn't completely his fault. In his 
first three games, Levin gave up four 
earned runs in 19 1 /3 innings 
pitched en route to an 0-2 start with 
a no decision. 
But since that time, he has won 
three games in a row. Levin is a stat-
racke r with three complete games, 
43 strikeouts, and a 2.45 earned run 
average . 
"My arm is feeling really good," 
Levin said. "I've just been focusing 
on going aggressive after hitters. The 
wins are going to keep coming if the 
hitting and defense stays strong on 
our team." 
The complete transformation 
from losing to winning is really 
beginning to grow on the baseball 
team. After taking a series from 
Western Oregon for the first time in 
three years, Central moved into 
eighth in the National Collegiate 
Baseball Writers Association (NCB-
WA) Division II West Region poll. 
In the Western Oregon series, 
Central dropped the first game 14-4, 
but it wasn't indicative of how the 
rest of the series was to play out. 
Senior outfielder Tyler Scoggin 
was the lone bright spot for the 
Wildcats in game one, going 3-4 
from the plate with two runs scored. 
In game two, Central rallied 
from a 2-0 deficit after the first 
inning to come from behind and 
defeat the Wolves, 6-2. 
Despite giving up a pair of early 
runs, junior right-hander Derek 
Shoemaker was able to go the dis-
tance allowing only four hits and 
striking out seven. 
"Baseball is starting to be fun," 
junior outfielder A.J. Gosney said . 
"We are not focused on who we are 
playing, but just how we play each 
game." · 
Senior first baseman Hank 
Anderson homered twice in the first 
game of a double header against the 
College of Idaho on March 18. 
His first shot, a two-run blast, 
came in the second inning and 
Brianan Stanley/Observer 
Senior right-hander Travis Bertholf delivers a pitch during baseball team practice earlier this week. Central 
plays host to a four game series with Northwest Nazarene this Friday and Saturday. 
came as part of a four run inning. 
His second homer of the after-
noon came in the seventh inning, 
this one scored three more for the 
Wildcats to put them up by a 16-1 
margin. Central would allow six 
runs over the next two innings but 
the damage by Anderson had been 
done. 
Highlighting this year's play has 
been Shoemaker and senior short-
stop Jamie Nilsen. Nilsen, who 
owns 11 career records, including 
home runs, games played, runs, 
total bases and ru.ns batted in, is on 
pace to break several more records 
this season. 
In Shoemaker's last outing, he 
shut down Montana State-Billings in 
a complete game and earned him-
self GNAC Co-Pitcher of the Week 
honors. He is now slated in the sec-
ond spot in the starting pitching 
rotation, pushing left-handed senior 
Jordan Moore to the four spot. 
Sophomore Michael McCanna is 
third in the rotation. 
11 1 really feel that we have the best 
four starters in the conference," Storey 
said." It puts so much pressure on teams 
when we have those guys going." 
Behind Shoemaker, the Wildcats 
took the first game of the four game 
set 4-1 . 
Anderson had another big game 
with his third homerun of the week in 
game two. His two run blast came in · 
the fifth inning to extend the Wildcat 
lead to 7-2. Central would tack on 
another run in the bottom of the sixth 
to round out the 8-2 victory. 
Nilsen took over in the first game 
on Saturday, going 4-5 with two RBis 
and two runs scored. 
The Wildcats batted around, com-
bining for 14 hits, and took game 
three of the series 11-1. 
In game four, the Wildcats pitch-
ing staff continued to shut down the 
Yellowjackets bats. 
Moore went the distance, allow-
ing only four hits and strikirg out 
eight in seven innings of work. 
Central enters this weekend's four 
game set. against Northwest 
Nazarene having won 15 of its last 
18 games. 
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Colin Morton, a junior and actuarial science major, jumps over other 
members arms during warm-ups in Saturday's karate club meeting. 
KARATE: CWU Karate club look-
ing toward future of program 
continued from cover 
Morton also looks forward to 
seeing president Matsunshima, 
and hearing president Matsunshi-
ma's seminar on Sunday. 
Fighters from as far away as 
New York, Japan, and Brazil will 
be showcasing their skills on the 
mat, along with Ellensburg resi-
dents Annika Nieber, Michael 
Jaime and Ryan Fligdon. 
Ryan J;!igdon, senior industrial 
engineering tech major, is one of 
the locals that will put his hard 
work and training to the test. Hav-
ing competed at the World Cup in 
Australia last year, he is definitely 
looking forward to the challenge. 
"Anyone can come in," Higdon 
said. "That's why it's exciting, you 
never know who you're fighting." 
It's hard for Quitadamo to put 
into words of what the event will 
be like for those who haven't 
attended before. What may seem 
like people fighting with anger is 
really a personal test of training, 
tolerance, respect, describes 
Quitadamo and it's the rea·I stuff. 
"It's not a glorification of vio-
lence but a celebration of the 
human spirit." 
The al I day event wi 11 kick off 
at 10 a.m. and is expected to go 
until 7 p.m. Saturday April 5th at 
the· Ellensburg High School. 
Admission will be $4 for students, 
$5 for individuals and $10 for 
families. 
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Edgar Martinez: Is he Hall 
of Fame bound or not? 
October 3, · 
2004: that was 
the last night 
we saw the 
Mariner great, 
Edgar Mar-
tinez, on the 
playing field. I 
was there, that 
day in Octo-
ber, to witness 
the end of an 
era for the Seat-
tie Mariners. 
Joseph 
Siemandel 
Asst. Sports 
editor 
The feeling still runs wild for 
Mariners fans when they see this man, 
for what he not only did for this team 
and the city of Seattle, but also the State 
of Washington. 
For long-time Mariners fans, the 
1995 American League Division Series 
lives on as probably one of the most 
powerful and emotional times in the 
team's history. At the time the league 
was looking to move the team to Tampa 
Bay because of poor performance, and it 
came down to an amazing season to 
save the team and baseball in the Emer-
ald City. 
Martinez, hit a whopping .571 with 
18 hits and a huge grand slam during the 
series to beat the Yankees, and could 
·have possibly saved baseball in the 
Emerald City single handily. 
Martinez, who was inducted into the 
Mariners Hall of Fame in 2007, now 
looks forward to a new chapter in his 
amazing career. In 2009, Martinez's 
name will appear on the ballot for the 
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, 
NY. Sports writers across America have 
gone rounds on whether or not Martinez 
belongs in the Hall, primarily because 
he was a designated hitter·for most of his 
career. 
Numbers don't lie though: Martinez-
who got a late start at the age of 27-
acquired 2,247 hits, which is more than 
Hall of Famers Mike Schmidt, Willie 
Stargell, Joe DiMaggio, and Willie 
McCovey. He hit 309 Home runs in his 
seventeen-year career, putting him 
above famers Rogers Hornsby, Ryne 
Sandberg, Joe Morgan and Brooks 
Robinson. His career batting average of 
.312 is better than Jackie Robinson and 
Paul Moliter. 
The stats don't just tell the story for 
Martinez though: he won AL batting 
titles in 1992 and in 1995. He was a 
five-time AL Silver Slugger, and was vot-
ed to theAL All-Star team seven times. 
More importantly his entire career was 
all spent in Seattle with the Mariners, 
which in the age of free agency is rare. 
Off the field, Martinez has dedicated 
his time to helping the community and 
in 2004 was awarded the Roberto 
Clemente award which is given to "the 
player who best combines outstanding 
baseball skills with devoted work in the 
community." 
But does all of this help Edgar Mar-
tinez get into the Baseball Hall of Fame 
and become the first Seattle Mariner in 
the Hall? 
In my opinion, yes-Edgar hands 
down will be a Hall of Farner. Let's just 
look at the facts, his numbers alone 
show that he is Hall quality. 
His loyalty to the team is also Hall 
quality. He never gave up on the 
Mariners and Seattleites still embraces 
him as a god. If Martinez was in Greek 
philosophy he would be the god of hit-
ting, along with Nolan Ryan as the god 
of pitching and Billy Martin as the god of 
coaching. He puts a good face on base-
ball and played the game the way it 
should be played: everyday, as hard as 
possible. 
With the drug scandals of today's 
players, a true gentlemen of the game 
like Martinez would put a good face on 
baseball's dark times. 
The only thing that goes against him 
is being a designated hitter. In this day, 
however, DHs are one of the more 
important positions on the team. Look at 
David Ortiz, and don't say that he will 
be a hall of famer someday. The Red Sox 
would not win without him. That may be 
the only small hurdle in Edgar's path to 
the hall. 
It also depends on who will compete 
against him on the ballot. Martinez wilI 
be up against All stars like: Roberto Alo-
mar, Andres Galarraga, Barry Larkin, 
Fred McGriff and Fernando Vina. The 
cJass of 2010 will be an already stacked 
class that will also deal with the run off 
from the previous years that were not 
voted-in first ballot. 
Whether or not Edgar gets voted in-
to the hall, he will always be a hero in 
the hearts of Mariner fans. His determi-
nation and drive was the face of a strug-
gling franchise and his grit helped 
cement the future for the Mariners. So 
remember in 2009: Vote for Edgar. 
Observer Assistant Sports editor 
Joseph Siemandel can be reached at 
siemandelj@cwu.edu. 
Track and field runs wild 
by Brooke Saul 
Staff reporter 
Central Washington University's 
Track and Field team recently compet-
ed in two meets: the Oregon Preview 
and the Spring Break Open. At The 
Oregon Preview which took place in 
Eugene, OR. - Central was represent-
ed particularly well. Central won the 
"B" section of the VVomen's 3,000 
meter with Senior Marcie Mullen, 
with a time of 10:12.81. The "B" sec-
tion is made out of runners who are 
not from private or big schools, whose 
athletes run in section "A." Mullen's 
main event was the 10,000 meter run. 
"Marcie's really showing that she's 
in amazing shape as fitness goes," 
Central's track and field coach Kevin 
Adkisson said. 
Mullen beat out 18 competitors, 
including teammate Sarah Benson. 
Benson came in 9th with a time of 
10:39.15. 
"It feels very good," Mullen said in 
response to winning. "It was a sur-
prise." 
Corey Cronkhite, a junior from 
Puyallup, took a second place finish 
in the "B" section of the Men's 800 
meter race, with a time of 1 :58.94. 
Cronkhite's former high school team-
mates, Nick Smith, out ran him by 26 
milliseconds. Cronkhite said that it 
was exciting because they' have not 
run against each other since high 
school. 
"He's coming along very well for 
800 meters," said Adkisson about 
Cronkhite. "He's been doing a great 
job competing." 
Other men who competed from 
Central in the Oregon Preview were 
. junior Matt Rogstad with a time of 
57.65 in the 400-meter dash; fresh-
man Tom Johnson, with a time of 
4:11.64 in the 1,500-meter Run B 
Section; senior Brian Rockenbach 
with a time of 6:26.49 in the Men's 
. 2000 Meter Steeplechase; senior Scott 
McCoy who did not height, meaning 
Pregnant? 
You have options. 
1-800-395-HELP 
Free. Caring. Confidential 
In Ellensburg <;all 925-227,3 
or visit us at l 11 East 4th 
he did not have enough height to be 
placed, and senior Ian Wells who 
threw 47.88 meters in the Men's 
Javelin Throw. 
Women who competed from Cen-
·tral included senior Britany Hood with 
a time of 13.44 in the 100- Meter 
Dash and 27.33 in the 200- Meter 
Dash. Senior Chelsea Evans finished 
with a time of 26:98 in the 200-meter 
dash and 1 :00.09 in the 400-meter 
dash. 
"There were a lot of solid perform-
ances," Adkisson said about the race. 
He added that he thought it was a 
good race. 
The Spring Break Open, which 
took place on March 22 in Edmonds, 
included two runners from Central. 
Sophomore Mary Bakerman, with a 
final time of 11 :16.20 the 3,000-meter 
run, and freshman Jeff Knutson, with 
4:34.51 in the finals. 
Adkisson added that while Cen-
tral's spring break caused a low 
turnout for the Spring Break Open, 
he expects numbers to rise soon. 
"April is a really big month for 
us," said Adkisson. 
Central has four more weeks to 
qualify for conference and it's impor-
tant for the runners to do well so that 
the they can compete at Nationals. 
Upcoming meets include the 
Willamette Invitational, in Salem, 
Ore. on Friday; the Stanford Invita-
tional in Stanford, Calif. this week-
end; Western Washington University 
Combined Events in Bellingham this 
weekend; and the Shotwell Invita-
tional, which will take place on Sat-
urday in Tacoma. 
Adkisson added that Stanford is a 
"special meet" and is one of the 
hardest meets to get into because of 
the number of spots available. 
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A stack of old floor boards at Nicholson Pavilion show evidence of 
the renovation at the Central landmark. Construction on the Pavil-
ion should be complete by late August or early September. 
Nicholson Pavilion 
receiving much 
needed renowuons 
by Marqise Allen 
Senior reporter • 
Students walking past Nicholson 
Pavilion wouldn't be able to notice the 
massive overall remodeling that is 
underway inside the building. 
The building is currently in the third 
phase of a four-phase project to renovate 
the inside of the building. A complete 
remodel of the gym is the focus of third 
phase, with the bleachers currently 
being removed. 
"We'll definitely have the nicest 
facilities in the league when the renova-
tions are complete," said G.E. Coleman, 
assistant basketball coach. 
Along with the court, the front lobby 
windows, doors, floor coverings, and the 
women and men's restrooms at the west 
end of the lobby will also. be remodeled. 
Some new additions to the Pavilion will 
be a concession and ticket booth and 
new offices for administrators. · 
Construction on these projects will 
begin SOf!!etime in April after the bid for 
the contract is completed. Nor-Pac Seat-
ing is focusing on the bleachers and will 
add a reserved seating section, but the 
bid for the renovatio!1 of the gym and 
lobby began yesterday. 
''It was a challenging project to say 
the least,': said Jack Bishop, Central 
Washington University athletic director. -
"You start high and things get cut out. 
We saw a rise in prices because of the 
cost of gasoline." 
The estimated cost of the project is 
$2 million and is taken from a pool of 
money allocated by the state for struc-
ture improvements. 
Bishop says that after this phase is 
completed in August or September of 
this year, that 85 percent of the renova-
tion plans will be completed. The expan-
sion of the offices on the second floor 
will be the final phase of the project, but 
Bishop says that the start of that phase is 
uncertain. 
What is certain, however, are the 
benefits that will be gained by the reno-
vation of the court and the other addi-
tions to Nicholson Pavilion. The biggest 
impact will.probably be felt and seen on 
the court says Greg Sparling, men's bas-
ketball head coach. 
"I think it helps recruiting immense-
ly," Sparling said. "We'll -have the nicest 
facilities in the 0NAC, and that does 
nothing but help recruiting." 
Sparling also anticipates that the ren-
ovation will bring more people into the 
gym to watch games and create bigger 
crowds, which helps the team on the 
floor. 
Though there are benefits to remod-
eling the court in Nicholson, the change 
will bring an end to an era. 
"Some of my fondest memories are 
watching Coach Nicholson coach, and 
my father and Sparling for the past 26 
years," Coleman said. "And all the 
championships_ that were won on that 
floor. If you look at all the banners, 
almost all of them were won at Nichol-
son Pavifion." 
Sparling also has memories of his · 
own particularly one in 1995. 
"Against (Lewis-Clark State), Ryan 
Pepper had his fourth foul with 12 min-
utes to go and turned to me and said 'do 
you want to go to nationals, then put me 
back in," Sparling said . "He scored 19 
straight and had a handful of steals. 
Probably the best individual. perform-
ance I've seen." 
Even though the renovations will be 
an end of an era at Nicholson, hopefully 
it will be the dawn of a new one with 
new memories to make. 
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Central Catcher junior Andrew Snowdon waits for the pitch as Central took on Montana State 
Billings on March 22nd. Central swept the four game weekend series against MSBU. 
Baseball readvs tor home 
series this weekend 
by Casey Donovan 
Senior reporter 
Bad blood usually happens between 
teams. This is between coaches. 
This Friday and Saturday the C~ntral 
Washington University baseball team 
will host the Northwest Nazarene Cru-
saders in the Great Northwest Athletic 
Conference play. 
In 2006, umpires called a game 
between the l:\.yo teams after rain doused 
the field. Nazarene Head Coach Tim 
Onofrei and Wildcat Head Coach Desi 
Storey began to discuss rescheduling 
when Onofrei let it rip. 
The two coaches got face-to-face at 
home plate after Onofrei accused Cen-
tral of having umpires that were against 
the Crusaders. 
"I'd like to sweep them,' honestly/' 
Storey said. "I think it's realistic." 
And that is what Central plans to 
do with their newly defined' 
approach to each game. In the past, 
personal goals were the contributing 
factor to a bad start. 
There is no better time for the team 
that the Wildcats love to hate to come to 
town. 
"There is a new guy that steps up for 
us every weekend," junior outfielder A.J. 
Gosney said. "Everyone is playing for 
ea.ch other. I don't really think that was 
happening early on in the season." 
The Wildcats new found offense is 
blazing with a .325 average during their 
four-game wim1ing streak. The starting 
pitcher showed up as well, giving up 
only five runs. 
The Crusaders come to Central with 
a disappointing split against Montana 
State-Billings at home. Their.mark of 20-
12 is a bit exaggerated as their non-con-
ference schedule was full of Division Ill 
schools. They are 4-8 in the GNAC. 
"This is a major stretch of conference 
play," Onofrei said. "For us we just play 
one game at a time, no opponents are 
looked up to. It doesn't matter if it is a 
conference game or a non-conference 
game." 
Pitching the first game Friday is junior 
right-hander Tyler Levin followed by 
Sophomore right-hander Derek Shoe-
maker in the second game. As for the 
relief, Storey says that freshman right-
hander Jake Millbauer and sophomore 
right-hander Kevin Walkenhauer are the · 
first two in line. Relief pitching has been 
struggling for the Wildcats. Crusader 
pitchers Chris Mahelona and Andy Pot-
tenger will take the mound Friday. Kyle 
Holloway and Alex VanOeveren are the 
likely options for Saturday. 
12 of Central's next 1 S games are at 
home, where they are 13-1 this season. 
The Crusaders know what they get when 
they come to play here: wind. 
"They do a great job playing at 
home," Onofrei said. · 
Although the Crusaders are here this 
weekend, it's hard to not think about 
postseason play: 
"There are four teams ahead of us in 
the playoffs right now," Storey said. 
"That's why we have to stay focused on 
getting better every week." 
Elk shedding occurinu around Kittitas countv 
by jay Renwick 
Staff reporter 
Whiskey Dick Wildlife Area's are elk Shed hunting can be a great way to 
feeding stations ran by the Washington get out and enjoy the outdoors while 
Department of Fish and Wildlife. The getting exercise, but it's not easy. 
Hunters and outdoor lovers alike can Whiskey Dick area is closed from Feb. 1 'Accordrng to Wayne C.. Hunt, a Wildlife 
· now hunt something else with elk sea- through May 1. The L.J. Murray ar_ea Biologist for the Washington Depart-
son long gone. Elk are now starting to works different. There is no set time to ment of Fish and Wildlife, people new to 
drop their antlers. around the Kittitas area start and the closing time is usually shed hunting think that it's something 
and you might just happen to stumble around Dec. 15 and the area won't re- easy to do, but elk' sheds are hard to 
upon a nice elk shed while walking open until May 1. spot. 
through the forests surrounding Ellens- Fish and Wildlife officer Steve Rogers If you do plan to go shed hunting in 
burg. says that anyone caught in either area the Kittitas area make sure you know 
Although there is no set season for (shed hunting or just hanging out) while your surroundings and watch for chang-
shed hunting, elk usually start to drop the area is closed can be charged with ing weather conditions. Be aware of 
thei1· antlers around the third week of second degree trespassing. The charge are bears, cougars, and many other animals 
February and can keep their antlers well $500 fine and a mandatory court date. that may be in the area. 
in~March and early April. Some of the~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
best places to find elk sheds have a set 
season, and those places are the L.T. 
Murray Wildlife Area and the Whiskey 
Dick Wildlife Area. 
Both the L.T. Murray and the 
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Wildcats tall to SPU on buzzer beater 
The Wildcats huddle around assistant coach Karl Albrecht during a timeout with 11:55. to play. Central 
struggled from the free throw line down the stretch and only managed to go 4 of 11 from the charity stripe. 
by Curtis Crabtree half court that banked home and sent the that was rebounded by Daub. The Falcons 
Sports editor game to overtime. While Central would go then fouled Woods to send him to the line 
on to win that game, Echols showed he for a one-and-one opportunity with nine 
has an impeccable ability for coming seconds to go. Woods missed the free 
through in the clutch. throw and the Falcons rebounded and 
That ability came through again 1,500 called timeout. 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska - For the sec-
ond time in 14 months, Seattle Pacific 
guard Marques Echols hit a buzzer beater 
against the Wildcats. 
The difference? This one ended the 
Wildcats' season. 
With only 5.2 seconds to go, Echqls 
took an inbounds pass, drove three quar-
ters of the court around a double-screen 
and got to the baseline, where he lofted a 
floaterover junior forward Jake Beitinger at 
the buzzer. The shot snapped the net and 
gave the Falcons a 58-57 victory over the 
Wildcats in the first round of the NCM 
miles.away from Nicholson Pavilion, the Echols then lifted the Falcons as the 
site of Echols' former heroics. ball was in his hands the whole way. 
"It's all luck, I just throw it up there and "(Echols) is the go-to guy for them, we 
luckily it goes in," Echols said. "The last knew he was going to getthe ball," Woods 
photos by Curtis Crabt(ee/Observer 
Junior guard Colton Monti converts a breakaway layup after forcing a 
steal against Seattle Pacific. The Wildcats would lose the game 58-57. 
time they beat us, that made it four times -said. "He just knocks them down. That's 
in a row and that just gave us more motiva- what good players do, they come through 
tion to win and there was no better way to in the clutch and he came through." 
get them back than in the tournament." The game was a stark contrast to the 
Two free throws from senior forward 105-96 overtime victory the Wildcats 
Bryce Daub gave the Wiidcats a 57-56 earned only six days prior, back in Ellens-
lead with 1 :40 to play. Central had a burg. 
The slower pace played into the Fal-
cons favor. 
"We have not won a game when a 
team scores over 80 points," Echols said. 
"So we knew we wanted to keep the score 
down so our focus was on the defensiv~ 
end and luckily we prevailed." 
regular season finale. 
Central last made the NCAA Tourna-
ment two seasons ago when it also 
dropped a first round contest to Seattle 
Pacific. The Wildcats finish the season at 
21-7 and will lose Daub, Nate Jackson, 
and Tyler Monk to graduation. 
West Regional Tournament at the Wells 
Fargo Sports Complex in Anchorage. 
chance to extend the lead with less than a Fifty-three fouls were called between 
minute to go but SPU guard Jared Moul- the two teams at Nicholson Pavilion com-
Also different was the contribution 
from junior forward Matt Penoncello. 
"We knew exactly what we were up 
against," Daub said. "They're a great team, 
we're a greatteam. It was a good match-up 
and they just hit one more shot than us." 
The Falcons came off the bench to 
swarm Echols as the Wildcats were left to 
look on in disbelief. 
trie stripped junior guard Giovonne pared to only 25 in Alaska. 
Woods to set up what appeared to be the "They really let us play," head coach 
Falcons last chance. Greg Sparling said. "There was a lot of bang-
On Jan. 27, 2007, Echols launched a 
desperation three-pointer from just inside 
SPU got the ball inside to center Rob ing and holding and grabbing and it was 
Wi II but Beiti nger forced an errant shot both ways. We just needed to adjustto it." 
Tendonitis in his left ankle hindered 
his performance as he could only play 
16 minutes and was held scoreless on 
only one attempt from the field after 
dropping 34 against the Falcons in the 
Observer Sports editor Curtis Crabtree 
can be reached at crabtreec@cwu.edu. 
Alaska-Anchorage emerges ·as West Regional champs 
Curtis Crabtree/Observer 
Chaminade's Rodrick Johnson shoots against Humboldt State. 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska -
Chaminade defeated the Lum-
berjacks of Humboldt State 68-
60 in the first game of the 
NCAA West Regional playoffs. 
The third seeded Silver-
swords relied on their big men 
as Stewart Kussler and 7-foot 
center, Marko Kolaric, led the 
way with 17 and 15 points, 
respectively. 
Humboldt State was Jed 
by the California Collegiate 
Athletic Association (CCAA) 
and West Region player of 
the year Devin Peal, who 
contributed 2 7 points. 
The Silverswords would 
eventually fall in the second 
round to BYU-Hawaii. 
Chaminade had played 
BYU-Hawaii three times during 
the_ regular season, beating 
them on all three_ occasions, 
but were no match for the 
Seasiders in Anchorage. 
Despite 17 points from 
Mike Green and 13 points from 
·. Rodrick Johnson and Hayden 
Heiber, Chaminade would fall 
83-62 to the seventh seeded 
Seasiders. 
Curtis Cra tree! server 
CSUSB's Lance Ortiz drives against BYD-Hawaii's Paul Peterson. 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska - Cal 
State-San Bernardino became 
the first upset victim of the West 
Regional tournament falling to 
seventh seeded BYU-Hawaii, 
67-63. 
Lucas Alves and Jermaine 
Odjegba each had 16 points in 
knocking the Coyotes from the 
tournament. 
Marlon Pierce and Lance 
Ortiz were the only Coyotes in 
double figures with 13 and 11 
points, respectively. 
CSUSB lost in the first round 
of the CCAA tournament to UC-
San Diego but were still awarded 
a #2 seed in the region. 
All three CCAA teams 
would lose on day one of the 
tournament. 
BYU-Hawaii would go on to 
avenge three regular seasQn loss-
es to Chaminade to earn a berth 
in the West Regional final against 
Alaska-Anchorage. 
Alves once again led the 
Seasiders in the game against 
Anchorage, but the best team al I 
year in the West Region proved 
to be too much as they defeated 
BYU-Hawaii 73-67. 
Curtis Cra tree!O server 
UAXs McCade Olsen tips in a basket against UC-San Diego. 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska -The 
Seawolves of Alaska-Anchor-
age made short work of UC-
San Diego in the first round of 
the West Regional tournament, 
earning an 80-60 victory to 
kick off their postseason run. 
McCade Olsen led all 
scorers with 28 points and 
Carl Arts added 21 for the 
Seawolves. 
Alaska-Anchorage would 
then advance to the final after 
a 56-55 victory against Seattle 
Pacific the following night. 
Olsen and Arts again led 
the way with 22 and 19 points, 
respectively. 
They would claim the 
regional crown and a spot in 
the elite eight two nights .later 
with a 73-67 win over BYU-
Hawaii. 
Second team All-American 
Luke , Cooper dished out 11 
assists in the victory. 
A 55-52 victory over Cali-
fornia (Pa.) earned them a trip 
to the final four before Augusta 
State finally ended their run 
one game short of the National 
Ch~mpionship game. 
Softball: Wildcats struggle at 
Tournament of Champions in California 
continue_d from page 15 
Linse Vlahovich pitched two complete-
game victories, helping lead the Wildcats 
to a 2-1 record on day two of the Tourna-
ment. 
Vlahovich (7-8) combined to throw 
242 pitches over 14 innings of work on Sat-
urday, including her first shutout of the sea-
son in the Wildcats' 7-0 win over Chico 
State. 
In that contest, she allowed just four 
hits, all singles, while striking out six and 
not walking a batter. The CWU offense also 
gave her plenty of support, with the assis-
tance of five Chico errors. 
Junior Catcher Holly Rossman had the 
first of her two home runs on the day with a 
two-run blast to left field, driving home 
senior Mallory Holtman, who had tripled, 
in the process. 
In the day's second game against Sono-
ma State, the Wildcats scored the game's 
first run after three straight two-out singles 
in the first, but the Seawolves then scored 
nine unanswered runs against two Central 
Washington pitchers to carry a 9-1 lead 
into the bottom of the seventh. 
CWU put together four runs in its final 
at-bat with four hits and an error, and both 
Jackie Hawkins and Holtman had run-
scoring doubles in the inning. However 
the effort put forth by the Wildcats didn't 
produce a win, giving the girls a 2-3 record 
in the tournament by the end of Saturday. 
As a result of its games on Saturday, 
Official 2008 Seattle 
·Mariners Schedule 
combined with other scores within its pool, 
Central Washington earned the top seed 
out of Pool D thanks to the tournament's 
tie-breaking policy. 
The Wildcats, Seattle University, and 
Western Oregon all finished with 2-3 
record in their pool, while Western Wash-
ington was 1-4. 
As a result of the tie-breaker, Central 
Washington will make its second-ever gold 
bracket appearance in the seven-year his-
tory of the tournament on Sunday. 
Central Washington University junior 
Holly Rossman had two hits in each game, 
but the Wildcats lost twice to 20th-ranked 
Humboldt State, 4-0 and 7-3, in non-con-
ference softball action on Monday morn-
ing at Warrior Field. 
With the losses, Central finished its 
eight-game California trip with a 2:6 
record and fell to 12-18 overall. Humboldt 
State improved to 34-12 overall and fin-
ished its stay in Turlock with a 9-0 record. 
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Make $7,000 to $9,000 this summer exterior painting in 
Seattle, WA. or Portland, OR. Your choice. . 
Requires: reliable vehicle, neat appearance, full time, no experience 
necessary, will train. $7,000 minimum guaranteed! Both men and women 
are encouraged to apply. 
We are not affiliated with any college painting companies. 
Call Twin City Painting@ 360-636-5505 
or go online for more information. 
www.summerpainting.com 
1,2,and 3 Bedroom Units. Some units available now, some may be 
• reserved for June and August. Call for details 925 -RENT 
ANCHOR M APTS 509-925-3031 
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS 
GREAT VALUES STARTING AT $465 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED AVAILABLE! 
• 
entire Central C.omputer.Paclllty 
will be down for maintenance 
on April 5th and April 12th 
The ITS and Facility Management Departments want everyone to · 
know that the entire Central Computer Facility will be "offline" for 
maintenance on April 5 and again on April 12. These outages are 
necessary to complete electrical work to increase the available power 
for additional equipment. Tentative schedules are: 
April 5: 7am to 2pm April 12: 2pm to llpm 
.., .. .Nr.ll'Jeau 'tlr 
• Safari, PeopleSoft, Blackboard, File Server access, 
CWU Websites, etc. 
• Local Area Network access 
• Internet access (administrative network and ResNet) 
• Network printing services 
• Email, Web access 
• 4-digit dialing to/from University Centers, ITV 
• ALSO off campus access to these services 
• Telephone Service 
• Your personal computers (PC and Mac) 
• Local printing - direct connect 
If Ja doabt, it'a 
pmbably oat//. 
Cqntact the ITS Help Desk at helpdesk@cwu.edu if you have questions/ concerns regarding these outages. 
For updates DURING the outage, call ext. 2992 for up-to-the-minute information. 
. :'" 
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